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FOREWORD
x

4'. The scarcity of useful educational tools and techniques to prepare y uth to enter the world
of 'work has substantially hindered the career growth of most students. The ransitional phase=beNreen school and work encompasses a multitude of new coping experiences f the young worker
such as adjustment to work supervision,, peer relations, communication, and a. organizational
,settlingtIn response to this need for improved preparation of the stUdent, The Cen r for Voca!
tioridl Edudation withilie sponsorship of the National Institute of Education has de loped and, .
field-tested, this instructional unit, Coping zn,the World of Work., Practice ip,Prable Solving
The. Purpose of the unit iis to (1) acquaint students with the range Cif job'adjustment pr4blemsa
they will encounter as they leave school and enter the world of work; and(2)'helP studen learn
a five-steli problem solving approach that can be used to successfully deal with these proble
'The approach used here places emphasis on solving realistic problems and presents'the prub
lems in a manner that most studentS find interesting and rewarding. The Center takes pleasure in
presenting this product believing_that it will become a valued and useful resource for teachers,
counselors, and especially, students.
.

.

Dr. Robert E. Campbell directed the project that develpped,the unit from its hiception,
providing the balanced perspective of an experienced and knowledgeable national !eager. George
A. (Bud) Wynn's expertise in problem solving and structured group activities have been, in large
measure, responsible for much of the content of the unit. Mr. Robert M. Ransom has functioned
well as a member of the project staff, focusing on evaluation aspects but contributing heavily to
other ddvelopment activities throughout. 5

Appreciation is expressed to Dr. Robert E. Haccoun for contributi
ire the beginning,phases
of the project; to Dr. H. Lawrence Hotchkiss, Dr. Evans Curry, Michael Mead, and Dr. Gary Morris
for help in the computer programming and data analysis; to Mr. Robert Rayburn, Mr. Charles
Meacham, and their students for support and comments during the formative Oaks of the pilot
testing of the materials; and to Ms. Nancy Robinson, Ms. Stephanie Butler, and Ms. Mary LaBelle
for conscientious efforts' in handling typing and editing.
Robert E. Taylor
Director
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INTRODUCTION

The, information contained In this introduction is designed to provide instructors with the
necessary information to effectively begin implementing the instructional unit Coping in the World
Of Work Pacticè inTroblem Solving. Specific and detailed instructions for each step are included
atlhe beginning of each step.
What Can This Unit Do for Your Students?
-----

'

Coping in the World of Work: Practice in Problem Solving was designed to achieve the following general goals for students.

7

.

.

.

.

Acq' unt them with typical on-the-job adjustment problems such as getting along with
supervisors, dealing with tension, and work habits/

,

Teach them aproblem solving approach to handle job adjustment problems, e.g., diagnosing
problems, developing solutions, and testing the solutions.

.

Help them practice the problem solving approach with simulated, but real, problems in the
classroOnt
Help them learn to apply problem solving methods to personalized problems outside the
classroom.

A

,

Improve their communication skills through involvement in structured group activities and
small group discussions.

°In order to achieve these-general goals more specific behavioral objectives, called criterion objectives,'
are used (see pp. 3-5).,

What Kinds of Students Can Best Benefit from This Unit?

Actually, almost all students can benefit since it teaches them a broad problem solving method
that is applicable to all kinds of life adjustment prohlein§.

The instruction is especially targeted to those students who plan to work either full- or parttime, and it is particularly applicable to:

A vsiterion objective is derived directly from the program goal and it defines the knowledge,
Skills, and attitudes that are needed by a student to achieve the specified goal.

P3
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Eleyentl and twelfth grade high school sitidents,
Community college students
-Studentein technical schools.
College students
Employees in actual work settingi
Residents Of correctional institutes who are preparing to be released
' Workers who are undergoing rehabilitation in sheltered workshqps
.

*`.

What Kinds of Instructors Can Use This Unit?

Because of the self-instructional nature of the package, any interested individual can effectively
impleinent the unit. The unit has been specifically developed for use by:
Counselors
Regular classroom teachers
e* -Personnel administrators
'0, Job placement specialists
Paraprofessionals
Job superviSors
In Which Settings Can This Unit Be Used?
High schools
Community colleges
Technical schools
Four-year colleges
Rehabilitation agencies
Correctional institutes
Industry and business

What.Are the Teaching Metliods Used in This Unit?

Filmstrips
0 Group di.c4mssions
Individualized instruction
Real-life case studies depicting typical problems
'Role-playing
Group problem solving techniques

. Other structurergroup exercises
What Materials Are Included in the Instructional Package?

Filmstripkassette presentations depicting job adjustment problems and the problem solving
approach
Instructional transparency masters
Student guides

Student worksheets for group and individual tasks
Brief introductory and concluding lecturettes
Class discussion guides
Short tests for measuring learning
Role-playing scripts
Supplementary' references for expanding the instruction
Review procedures

An instructor handbook
Spirit masters for reuse of the unit with other classes
Student outlines
What Additional Aids Are Needed to Implement This Unit?

Filmstrip projector and,cassette tape recorder
Classroom with movable chairs for student groups
Yrojector screen
Overhead projector for transparencies
Chalkboard
How Long Will the Instruction Last?

The unit has been designed to be used for approximately two weeks, based upon one 40-45
minute class period per day for atotal of eleven class periods.
The unit can be expanded from the minimum of two weeks to four weeks and in some
instances can be extended for longer durations with the use of supplementary materials.

Different time patterns can also be used for the unit depending upon the instructional needs
and circumstances. For example, it could be compressed into two full days or three halfdays. Any arrangement is acceptable as long as the sequence of instruction is not disrupted
for a long period of time.
To achieve group effectiveness, it is recommended that the unit be taught to not less than
six students and not more than thirty-six students at any one time.
What Types and How Much Instructor Preparation and Training Are Required?

Although no special training is required of the instructor, it is highly recommended that the
instructor be interested in job adjustment problems and have had some experience with these.
Approximately fifteen to twenty-five hours of self-preparation is recommended to acquaint the
instructor with the instructional methods and to organize the instructional schedule and materials.
For more rapid installation of the package, CVE can provide a one-day workshop designed to acquaint
and orient from three to forty instructors at one time. Since the package is self-instructional for the
instructor., a workshop approach is recommended only if time and:or quantity of instructors to be
trained is a problem.

What Addifionarinformation Do You Need?
For the benefit of the instructor, we have provided methods sheets with each step. While most
phases of instruction are designed fo: 40 minute's, a five-minute allowance has been made for
routine classroom procedures (taking roll, etc.) which accounts for the 45-minute class period specification. However, the unit Can easily be used with longer class periods of up to 60 minutes, and
more than one phase can be combined to extend the unit to fit any length class period.

The methods sheets themselves are intended as how-to-do-it sets of guidelines for using the,
lecturettes,,discussion questions, and student exercises. All material in this unit is color-coded to
facilitate ease of use. Material printed on ivory-colored a ter is to he used onl b the inttructor.
Yellow - colored a er indicates materia t vat is contained in the stu ent gui es inc u te with this
andouts are printer on w ite pa er. ote t rat le Student Outlines rutted on white
unit.
o eu car s, are to be oven to ctu ents at the eginnitig of the instruction and used rec y t roughout the course. Also, feel free to use throughout the course of instruction, the diagrammatic representation on page vi of the five-step approach. ,The exercises are flexible and designed to allow maximum individual development, however, it is strongly recommended that the unit be used on
consecutive instructional days, i.e., thatmo more than a two- or three-day weekend interriipt the
delivery of the unit at any one time. Further, it is expected that there will be multiple interruptions
during the particular class period to be used (e.g., assemblies, athletic team practices), it is recommended that consideration be given to using the unit during another time period.
t

The materials and methods sheets are self-explanatary, but instructors are urged to draw from
their own knowledge and experiences to make this unit as meaningful as possible for everyone
involved. Students will soon realize that much of the content of the unit is "common sense" so ittnay be necessary to point out that the purpose of the unit is to gain systematic practice in dealing
with work-related problems. To help convey this idea, the students are encoutaged to use their own
work- or school- related problems as case studies for the evaluation sections of each step, the instructor should use these alternatives freely. The first time this unit is used, it will be an enjoyable
and useful experience. However, since some classes are more verbal and enthusiastic than others,
it will be necessary to pace the delivery of the material appropriately.
' The "answers" pros ided in the unit are the interpretations of the authors and are meant simply
as guidelines. They are, however, as close to real "answers" to the problems as we believe possible
and may be used for grading purposes if necessary. If some students disagree with these answers
and are able to generate cogent arguments to support their claims, it will be necessary to reach a
consensus on the "correct" answers.

Finally, do not be afraid to improvise, the flexibility of the unit requires indeed, almost
.
demands that freedom of expression be given a -high priority . It is only through adapting this
unit to the individual classroom environment that students will most effectively learn about work
entry and job adjustment problems, and, how to solve them.
Background

Coping in the World of Work. Practice in Problem Solving is a Career Development Unit
(CDU)' designed to meet the shortage of available instructional materials that help students acquire
This is a term used in the core procedural guidance system of which this unit is a part. This
system is called the Career Planning Support System (CPSS) and was developed at The Center for
Vocational Education to help high schools use a systems approach to upgrade career guidance ser
vices to students. This hard( ular unit is recommended for use either with or w ithunt CPSS although
it is included as a part of the total package. If it is being used as a part of CPSS, the instructor will
note that selected items on the student survey will indicate a need for this CDU.

10

job coping skills. The unit was designed to specifically deal with the psychological adjustment
problems that students encountupon leaving school and entering the world of work. The initial
research on this unit produced two working monographs: one related the range of work entry and
job adjustment problems and the other described various training interventions that could be used
to deal Wit,h tiese adjustment problems. These two monographs provided the impetus for the developmentsof the current instructional unit.
The unit has evolved as a result of systematically conducting and evaluating three pilot tests,
one complete classroom simulation, amd two major field tests. Information from these various tests
togQther with testimonial evidence from instructors, guidance counselors, and students have indicated positive increases in the coping abilities of those students exposed to this unit.

v
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The Five-Step Problem Solving Approach

STEP 1
Diagnose

the
Proi,lem

STEP 5
Test

STEP 2
Generate
Solutions

the
Solution

1

1

STEP 3
Evaluate
the
Solutions

STEP 4
Choose
A

Solution

N

--aim' Indicates the direction' ou go when trying to solve a problem

.4E3

Indicates the direction you may be required to go when a soltuion has not worked
(also called recycling).

vi
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OBJECTIVES OF'THE UNIT

The criterion and enabling objectives listed below are behavioral in nature and are designed to
define the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for successful completion of this unit.
Criterion Objective I

Students will correctly identify the range of the twenty job adjustment problems that people
typically encounter both on and off the job.
.
Enabling

dives

At the conclusion of this unit, students Will:
1.

Select the. four major categories of work entry and job adjustment problems.

2.

Select five of the twenty work entry and job adjustment problem categories.
.16

Criterion Objectives II

Students will correctly apply each step of the five-step prObilem solving approach for solving
work entry -and job adjustment problems.
Enabling Objectives

Atthe conclusion of this unit, students will:
1.

Make distinctions between situations with no, problems and those with potential or fully
developed problems. This will be accomplished by reviewing three case studies and checking off the correct responses.

2.

Describe the value of early detection of a problem which enables on' to deal with a
potential rather than a fully developed problem.

3.

DistinguiSh between those elements of a case study that are causes or symptoms or both.

4.

List the t1wo general sources of information for work entry and job adjustment problem
identification.

at

'

.

:

5.
6.

Categorize at least two sources of information from a given case study in terms of rating
the acFessibiiity and value of the source for problem identification.
Gentritte arleast; two possible solutions.to a given work entry or job adjustment problem.

'a
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Q.

7. Select at least one appropriate goal for a solution to a work entry or job adjustment prob-

lem.
8. Identify the purpose of generating solutions to a work entry or job adjustment problem.

9. identify the two consideratiOns for seeking sources of information for solution evaluation.
10. Identify the two considerations necessary in choosing a solution to a given problem.

11. Determine the workability and usefulness of at least two solutions to a work entry or job
adjustment problem in a given case study.
12. Select from a list the reason information is sought after problem solutions have been
generated.

13. 'Select from a list the
reason for recycling a problem.
.
14. Determine whether or not a given solution to a given case study has successfully met its
goal and, if not, to where the problem should be recycled.
Criterion Objective III

Students win give evidence that they are able to correctly apply the five-step problem solving
approach with practice problems.
Enabling Objective

At the conclusion of the unit, students will:
1.

Develop from personal experience or imagination, a case study depicting at least one of
the twenty job adjustment problems which incorporates at least one cause, one symptom,
and one source of information used in diagnosing.the problem.

Criterion Objective IV

Students will apply the five-step problem solving approach correctly with real problems outside
the classroom.
Although no specific enabling objectives are provided, it is suggesi.ed that the sample follow-up
questionnaire provided in the instructor's manual be modified and used to assess this dimension. In
addition, the instructor may wish to check verbally with students throughout the course of instruction to determine if they have been using the five-step problem solving approach outside the classroom. Appropriate enabling objectives may be developed for either or both of these criterion objectives by specifying the actor (students, teacher, etc.), behavior (list, describe, mean, etc.), condition
(given a list, etc.), and degree ofsuccess (50 percent, three out of ten, etc.). If you are using the core
procedural system of CPSS, the methodologies for constructing and developing goals and objectives
are thoroughly reviewed in the Steering Committee Handbook.
Or

14
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INTRODUCTORY EXERCISE

The intent of this exercise is to provide a vis.tal/perceptual referenCe for the entire unit, to
illustrate the five-step problem solving approach and work entry and job adjustment problems,
'and to involve students (through group discussion) in problems concerned with making the transition from school to work.

Ctiierion Objective I

StudentS will correctly identify thetange of the twenty job adjustment problems that people
typically encounter both on and off the job.
Enabling Objectives

At the conclusi ?n of this unit, students will:

,

,

1.

Select the four major categories of work entry and job adjustment problems.

2.

Select five of the twenty work entry and job-adjustment problem categories.

Group Size:

All of the students in the class.
Resources:
1.

Lecturettes (pp. 8, 10) and concluding statement (p. 12) for the instructor.

2.

The two filmstrips.

3.

Filmstrip projector and casette tape recorder. (Tapes are provided with audible and
inaudible signals.)

4.

Discussion questions for the instructor to use during the filmstrip presentation (pp. 9-12).

5.

Student guides for all students.

5

Methods:
Phase I:

Approximate time requiredforty minutes

1.

The instructor will present Lecturette No. 1 introducing the students to the unit and
the first filmstrip (five minutes).

2.

The instructor will show the filmstrip "Problems on the Joli" stopping it for class
discussion at the appropriate times (twenty-five minutes).

3.

The instructor will use the diagiam'matic representation of the fivestep approach
'found on p. vi of the Student Guide during the filmstrip and,discussion (also
use the Student Outline).

Phase II: Approximate time requiredforty minutes
1.

The instructor will present Lecturette No. 2 introducing the students to the second
filinstrip (five minutes),

2.

The instructor will show the filmstrip "Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problems"
stopping it for class discussion at the appropriate times (twenty-five minutes).

3.

The instructor will review the WEJAP categories and definitions on pp. 13-20
of the Student Guide (ten minutes).
-

4.

The instructor will present the concluding statement on p 12.

616
4.
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LECTURETTE NO. 1

;4.2.0 to the instructor:

This lecturette may be presented as is or it maybe expanded or further
developed as you see fit.

4

When you begin a job after leaving school, you will be expected to handle all kinds of prob-

terns: How you go about solving these problems will determine to a great extent how well you

function on your job, whether you make or lose mOtienarid ,Whether or not you get a better job.
Young workeis tehd to have great difficulty adjusting to and dealing with problems they encounter

in the world of work. You will soon be enterinethe wOrld,of work and yoti too may need thvskills
S.

required to adapt to it.
In response to this need, the unit we will begin toda
P.

s one-which teaches you a problem

solving approach to strengthen your ability to handle problems b th at work and away from work.
This approach, which is broken down into five steps, is a general ay of solving problems..
We will now see a film'strip showing a job adjustment pr
five-step pl-oblem solving approach. While watchin

.

,

.

em and an illustration of the

irstsequence, try to figure out exactly

what the problem might be and whether or not you had a similar problem. The second sequence
will tell yolt more about the problem and the third will show you a way things could have turned.

out differently.

8
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(For Filmstrip No. 1: "Problems on the Job")

Note to the instructor:

The following information is to aid you in facilitating,discussion after
each sequence of the filmstrip.

1st Sequence
1.

Do you consider this a problem? Why or why not? What do you think the problem is?
Why do you think so? Whose problems do you think it is?

NOTE:

Suggested problems may be: Doug is late for work; Doug doesn't get along with his
boss; the boss is always picking on Doug; Doug is doing something wrong at work.

2nd Sequence
1.

What seems to be the problem now? Why do you think so?

2.

Does Doug's problem seem real to you? Have you experienced a problem similar at
school or on a job? ,Do you know anyone who has experienced a problem similar to this?
If so, describe it.

3.

What do you think of Doug's solution (walking out)? What would you have done if you
were Doug? Why?

3rd Sequence
1.

What were the five steps in the problem solving approach and at what points did they
occur in the filmstrip? What other way would you have handled this step?

U
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Five-Step Approach

Filmstrip Illustration-

Step 1

Defining the Problem

When Doug listed the three parts
.problem at the desk.

Step 2

Generating Solutions

When Doug listed four alternatives
for solving his problem.

Step 3

Evaluating Solutions

When Doug consulted his co-workers
and got their opinions on which
alternative would be the best
solution.

Step 4

Choosing and Implementing
a Solution

When Doug placed the "yes" by one
of his for solutions and made'up-the

forms for the department head
Step 5

Validating (Testing the
Solution)

When Doug:learned fro
r. Watson
that the order forIns had been
successful,in getting everyone their
supplies.

LECTURETTE NO. 2

Note to the instructor. .This lecturette may be presented as is or it may be expanded or further
developed as you see fit.
In the fiimstrip "Problems on the Job" we saw a young worker encountering a problem at
work. There are many different problems with which workers are likely to come into contact.
On pages 13-20 in the Student Guide, you will see a list of Work Entry and Job Adjustment

Problns. These include. career planning and training problems, job-getting problems, on the-job
adjustment problems, off the jub adjustment problems. We are now going to see several fi;mstrip
sequences which are intended to acquaint y ou with, and illustrate examples of, some specific work

entry and job adjustment-problems.

io
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(For Filmstrip No. 2: "Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problems")

*ote to the instructor:

The following information is to aid you in facilitating discussion after
each sequence of the filmstrip.

1st Sequence (Career Planning and Training Problems)
1.

Looking at your list and descriptions of Work Entry and Job Adjust4nt Problems
(pp. 13-20 in the Student Guide), which problems under the "Career Planning'
and Training" category were depicted in the filmstrip sequence about Manny trying
to get an assistant chef's position?

2.

Do you know from personal experience or the experiences of friends and relatives about
a problem related to career planning or educational preparation?

3.

We didn't see an example of a geographic mobility problem. Can you think of one?

4.

Which career planning and training pro ilem do you think you would have most trouble
and why?

2nd Sequence (Job Getting Problems)
1.

Looking at your list and descriptions of Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problems,
which problems under the "Job Getting" category were depicted in the filmstrip sequence about Karen trying to get a secretarial position?

2.

Do you know from personal experience or the experie:y!es of friends and relatives about
f a problem related to getting a job?

3.

We didn't see an example of a prejudice or communication problem involving getting a
job. Can you think of an example of either problem?

4.

Which problem, related to getting a job do you think you would have the most trouble
with and why?

11

3rd Sequence (On the Job Adjustment Problems
1.

Looking at your list and descriptions of Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problems,
which problems under the "On the Job Adjustment" category were depicted in the
filmstrip sequence about Sam and Kathy working on he assembly line?
Do you know from personal experience or the experiences of friends and relatives about
a probleni related to adjustment to a job situation?

3.

Can you think of an example of an on the job adjustment problem involving: communication? automation and changing technology? work rules and standards? work habits?
peer and supervisory adjustment problems?

4.

Which on the job adjustment problem do you think you would have the most trouble
with and why?

4th Sequence (Off the Job Adjustment Problems)
1.

Looking at your list and descriptions of Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problems,
which problems under the "Off the Job Adjustment" category were depicted in the filmstrip sequence about Malcom's position as youth counselor as it relates to his family life?

2.

What other off the job problems can you think of that may be *sod by the job itself?

3.

Do you know from personal experience or the experiences of friends and relatives about
problems caused by the job in off the job situations?

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Note to the instructor

This statement may be presented as is or it may be expanded or further
developed as you see fit.

In reflecting on the variety of work entry and job adjustment problem categories you have.

covered, you may want to remember it's not necessary for you to try to categorize a particular
problem when you are out on the job. The important thing to keep in mind is that these categories do exisst and they can help you sort out your own individual problems. We want you to be
aware of the range of work entry and job adjustment problems and to use them to help you apply

the five-step problem solving approach accurately and thoroughly. This approach, as you recall,

includes 0) diagnosing the problem, (2) generating solutions, (3) evaluating the solutions, (4)
choosing and implementing a solution; and (5) testing the solution.

12
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OUTLINE
WORK ENTRY AND JOB ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS (WEJAP)

Work er.try problems are those which affect getting a job and adapting to the work situation.
Job adjustment problems 'are those which interfere with the worker's successful performance of the
tasks on the job. The following is a summary of work entry and job adjustment problem categories:
I.

H.

CAREER PLANNING AND TRAINING PROBLEMS
A.

Educational prepration

B.

Job goals and expectations

C.

Job changes

D".

Geographic mobility

JOB GETTING PROBLEMS
A.

Job seeking

B.

Interviewing and test-taking

C.

Job placement

D.

Prior work experience

E.

Job layoffs and rejections

F.

Prejudice

G.

Communication

III. ON THE JOB ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS
A.

Prejudice

B.

Communication

C.

Automation and changing technology

D. News
13
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E.

Work rules and standards

F.

Work habits

G.

Alineation

H.

Getting along with the boss and other workers

IV. OFF THE JOB ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS
A.

Fainilyand personal situational adjustment

B.

Attitude's and values

C.

Self-image

14
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WORK ENTRY AND JOB ADJUSTMENT PROBLEM (WEJAP) CATEGORIES.

The following are definitions and examples of problem categories.
I.

CAREER PLANNING AND TRAINING PROBLEMS
A.

Educational Preparation
A comprehensive general education Sand training in marketable skills are necessary to get
an old a job. A weak general education might cause the workerto have more prob.
lemS than necessary with elemer tary reading and mathematics at work. Specialized job
skillS training is necessary to help prepare the worker who is new to the labor market
to.be more efficient and effective in getting a job and more aware of the social as well
as technical skills needed to hold a job.
Example:

B.

Elizabeth wants to be supervisor. She is highly skilled, but she cannot
speak or write clearly, and so finds it difficult to express herself in social
situations.

Job Goals and Job Expectations
(Anticipated Job Characteristics)
A worker has visions of ideal job conditions which he would like to find Jn his job.
Usually, however, he expects to see less than these ideal conditions. Problems may result from job dissalisfaction if tiler( are great discrepancies between job expectations,
what the worker actually expects to find on his job, and ideal job aspirations, what he
hopes to find on his job.
Example.

C.

Joyce was hired as a file clerk but has been used only as a receptionist,
a position for which she is not prepared.

Job Changes,

When a worker changes jobs, is it for a better job? Unfortunately, man, workers change
jobs without gaining anything. They simply move into a different job at the same level,
with similar pay, and responsibilities. Although this form of horizontal mobility is
sometimes attempted for personal reasons, Avently it is an example of job hopping,
moving from job to job without Plan or purpose. A worker may fail to move to a better
job (upward vertical mobility), or even move to a worse job, because he,doesn't have
clear ideas of what he wants from a job or of what his job market has to offer.
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Example:

D.

Fred has had three similar jobs in a year. ,He knows what he doesn't like_
about his jobs, but he's not sure what kind of job will satisfy him.

Geographic Mobility.

If a worker cannot find employment near his place of residence or near other places*
considers important (school, shopping center, recreation area), he may find commuting
problems added to his problems on the job. A worker may also face difficulties when
asked by an employer to transfer to an- unfamiliar area. 'Some workers are tied to regional employment conditions and they find it hard to adapt to the employment conditions of other regions.
.

Example:

II.

Pat is a skilled fruit farm worker, but since he moved to the city, hehas not
been able to find a job.

JOB GETTING PROBLEMS
A.

Job-Seeking

J

Finding a job is in itself a complek problem, involving checking out many sources of information, weighing all the advantages and disadvantages of diverse jobs, deciding on one
job, and evaluating the correctness of that decision,whiie employed on the job. If we
seek employment carelessly, we probably will face our problems on the job in a similarly
careless manner.
Example:
B.

Bernice wants to be a welfare worker but does not know where to apply.

Interviewing and Test-Taking

The interview is a major hurdle for the prospective employee. An interviewee who is
unfamiliar with the techniques available to present himself most favorably, or who lacks
experience with faking tests, could encounter many difficulties at this early stage of the
employment process... The interview procedure has been criticized for containing biases
and for being unrelilible. Research has also found that the major hiring decisions are often made at the beginning of the interview and are based on a questionnaire filled out
by the applicant beforehand. Nonetheless, it is in the applicant's best interest to prepare
carefully for the tests and interview, and to use these to his advantage.'
Example:

C.

In applying for a job, Marie was asked to take a typing test. She became
very nervous and made many errors.

Job Placement
Typically high schools do not have placement offices and youth are left to their own
initiatives. For many this is very difficult as they have had little work background and
thus few leads. Some high schools are more aggressive and provide help ranging from a
referral to personally introducing the applicant to histher interviewer. Also. state
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employment officts provide some screening of applicants and. do direLt some individuals
to various training programs. The extent to which these institutions facilitate the work
entry of students often determines their success or failure in finding a job.
Example:

D.

Denise Went to see her high,schoolcounselOr for help in finding a job for
which she was well-suited. She discovered that there was no job placement
service in her,school and she would have to do it pn, her own. She was very
disappointed as she had no idea where to begin tolook.
.

Prior Work Experience

Is it fair to ask a new worker to be experienced? &companywants the most efficient
labor force it can get. A new worker needs to get a jpb.before.he is experienced, in order
to become experienced. ,Are the goals of the new worker:and of the company incompatible, or can they be reconciled? Some occupational 'research has shown that new
workers may not be less efficient or less.capable than experienced workeys. New work:
ers may find that there are other ways to gain experience. Some of the alternative,opr .
portunities to get experience, which may he easier to get into and may offer,tnor general
experience, are cooperative organizations, work-study programs, volunteer programs,
junior achievement and other youth organizations, and part-time or seasonal work. Thus;,
the simple but frustrating problem of which comes first, experience or getting iiiredigney
be swvable in many ways.
Example:

E.

Margie applied for a job as a printer but was turned down since she did not
have prior work experience.

Job Layoffs and Rejections
If job applit ants receive many rejections, they may become discouraged, skeptical of
hiring practices, and pessimistic about job opportunities and their own abilities. This
may result in the applicant becoming more tense during interylews, which will make it
even more difficult for him to get hired. Ultimately, the job,applicant may become
frustrated and give up seeking work, accepting unemployment instead. Job 1,Koffs may
similarly affect the worker. If he is chosen to be laid off, he may become skeptical of
the company's policies regarding workers and uncertain about his own abilities as a.
worker.
Example.

F.

Cornelius has interviewed fol. twenty jobs but couldn't get any' of theni.
He now feels a great lack of confidence in himself and fears further rejections.

Prejudice

Because prejudicial attitudes of one person or group toward another because of age, ex,
race, religion, or handicap are pervasive in society, they can cause problems in getting a .
job. Discriminations in hiring are direct problems which have indirect effeCts On career
aspirations and applicant morale.
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Example:

G.

Ann applied for a job as a forklift operator. Even though she scored nigh
enough on the mechanical skills examination to begin on-thejob training,
the-supervisor, Mr. Sands, would not hire her. He told her that he would
not hire a woman for a "man's job."

Communication

A workerbmtist be able to make inquiries about job positions and express himself intelligently during a personal interview. If the worker is not able to handle these types of
communication, he may also be unable to get the job he wants.
Example:

Roger could. not discus,. his reasons for wanting the sales position. This made
the personnel clerk question his.ability to-be an aggressive salesman. She
noted this on his interview sheet and subsequently he did not get the job.

III. OWTHE-JOB ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS
A.

I

Prejudice

Because prejudicial attitudes of one person or group toward another becatise of age, sex,
race, religion, or handicap are pervasive in society, they can cause problems on-the-job.
Discriminations in promotions are problems which affect employee morale and career
aspirations.
-

.

Example:

B,

FreZI's boss, Archie, who openly admits that he thinks blacks are lazy, refuses ko..give Fred, who is black, the promotion to a more challenging job.

,Communication
A worker musklearn the jargon (special language) of his fob so that he may understand
instructions And be able to discusshis work clearly with his co-workers. 'If a worker
cannot express his thoughts, ask questions aboin instructions, rind describe his problems,
.,he may not be able. to resolve his problem.
Example.

C.

,Louise uses slang in the office. Her co-workers and the customers cannot
always understand her.

Automation and Changing Technology

is not fixed. Ne0 products and machines are constantly being introduced,
Job,technol
and work pthcedures are always being modified. While job skills are important assets,
equa importiint is the.agility to adapt to change, to be.able to update old skills to fit
new-situations.
,

Examphi

.1

Frank 1.(assrorked at his job for ten years. Recently, a machine was built
to do Frank's job, and Frank, who failed to learn how to operate the
machine, was laid off.
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D.

New Roles

The person entering the job market is leaving behind the school environment and embarking on a full-time career of workers' responsibilities and obligations. Peer group
relations become more important because of the new emphasis on cooperative work
effort. The loyalty expected by the company from its workers is very different from
the old school pride; and the worker's concentrated dependence upon the company for
income, status, and lifetime security, is a change from his role as a student, when he
looked to many different sources (e.g., parents, school, student clubs) for the different
kinds of support. Paying taxes, providing for a family, and buying a house are among
the new obligations associated with the role of worker.
Example:

Bob hates his work, but he has many financial obligations, and so he works
,for the money. He never knows whether he should quit or continue to just

hangon.
E.

Work Rules and Standards
Nearly all companies have written or unwritten codes that describe company policy
about the proper way to perform work tasks. These rules and standards are often
necessary and are based on wise safety and management factors; sometimes they seem,
foolish and unnecessary imposition of authority. In either case, they may be annoying
to the worker who may attempt to violate these codes and thereby cause serious problems.
Example:

F.

Jack likes to smoke on the job. However, the smoke irritates Jack's coworkers in the small office, and the ashes and butts are a fire hazard.

Work Habits

The. category involves the manner in which a worker performs his job tasks. It includes
organizing work efficiently, being neat, being punctual, and caring for equipment and
materials. A careless worker can cause problems for himself and for others who have to
work with him.
Example:

G.

Phil doesn't keep his work in order and so he can't find anything when he
wants it.

Alienation
A worker may feel powerless or lost in a large organization where he is only a little cog.
He may be unwilling to accept the rules of society regarding work and "correct work
attitudes." This may lead to the worker seeing himself as isolated and without power in
a meaningless job.
ExaMple.

John respects art, philosophy, and science lie doesn't see how his repetitious
job on the assembly line in a big company can be of any value to society. He
feels frustrated and alienated.
fro
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1.

H.

Getting Along with the Boss and Other Workers

Social relations with colleagues on the job are important becauseIhese relations affect
how smoothly the group works together and how efficiently the tasks are accomplished.
Besides getting along-,with co-workers, an emplOyee must be able to take instructions
from supervisbrs without feeling offended and pass instructions on to subprdinates without offending them.
Example:

Judy's boss always checks up on her. This makes her very nervous.

IV. OFF-THE-JOB ADJUSTMENT PKOBLEMS
A.

Family and Personal Situational Adjustment
Personal problems, home life, and other social relations off the job may cause problems
on the job or inflate those problems which already exist on the job. The reversels also
true, problems on the job can affect the worker's personal life off the job.
Example.

Betty's mother has been very sick lately, causing Betty to miss many days
of work.
-

B.

Attitudes and Values
This catch-all category includes factors affecting work attitudes, such as maturity, sense
of responsibility, and personality. It also includes the ways in whichthe employee's
relations with co workers and management and his perception of work
values affect
within his philosophy of life. Problems may arise when attitudes and values are in conflict with the employers or with those of co-workers.
Example:

C.

Sue has 'become careless about her work because she has not been given the
degree of responsibility on her job that she thinks she deserves.

Self-Image

This concerns how we perceive ourselves. If we have a low opinion of Qurselves (low
self-esteem), we tend to overcriticize our mistakes and underestimate Oufabilities.
Thismay mal:e. us less effective workers, reluctant to take on new responsibilities and
constantly afraid or losing our present positions. Conversely, over confidence can lead
to too high a self-regard (high self-esteem), which is not supported by our real abilities,
and we may "bite off more than we can chew."
Example.

Willy decided to take a job as a low-paying laborer, even though he is a
qualified carpenter, because he fears failure.
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STEP I-A

THE VALUE OF EARLY DiTECTION AND PROPER DIAGNOSIS

The intent of this step will be to demonstrate the developthent of a selected job adjustment
problem, to teach the value of detecting probleMs early in their development, and to teach the
value of diagnosing problems.
Criterion Objective II

Students will correctly apply each step of the five-step problem solving approach for solving,
work entry and job adjustment problems.
Enabling Objectives

At the conclusion of this unit, students will:
1.

Make distinctions between situations with no problems and those with potential or
fully developed problems. ,This will be accomplished by reviewing three case studies and
checking off the correct responses.

2.

Describe the value of early detection of a pioblem which enables one to deal with a
potential rather than a fully developed problem.

Group Size

The entire class
Resources

4

1.

Introductory lecturette for the instructor (p. 24)

2.

Scene I of the sociodrama for the students (pp. 25-27)

3.

Discussion question following Scene I for the instructor. (p. 29)

4.

Scene II of the sociodrama for the students(pp. 31-32)

5., Discussion questions following Scene II for the instructor (p. 33)
6.

Concluding statement for the instructor (p. 34)
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Evaluation

Followik Scene I, the instructor will ask the students to write their answer(s) to Discussion
Question 4, page 29. After these have been turned in and evaluated, the instructor will continue
with No. 4 of the Methods section below. Sufficient achievement of the enabling objective is indicated when at least 75 percent of the class accurately identify at least one potential work adjustment problem (appropriate responses are listed in Question 4 of the Discussion Questions section).
Methods

Approximate time required - forty minutes
1.

The instructor will present the lecturette explaining the value of early detection
and proper diagnosis of problems (five minutes).
The instructor will select or ask for seven students to act in the sociodrama. Parts
include: a narrator, Pat, Bobby, Terry, Lou, Dale, and Mel. One copy of SCene I
should be given to each student participating in the sociodrama (five minutes).

3.

The students will present Scene I to the class (five minutes).

NOTE:

Instructor should emphasize that this sociodrama is to be performed like
a real play.

NOTE:

'f student progress is to be evaluated, the instructor should now turn
to the Evaluation section above or the appropriate methods to
precede, No. 4 of this section.

4.

Following Scene I, the instructor will lead a discussion (using discussion question)on early detection and proper diagnosis (five minutes).

5.

The instructor will hand out Scene II to each student (five minutes).

6.

The students will present Scene II to the class (five minutes).*

7.

Following Scene II, the instructor will lead a discussion,.using discussion questions (five minutes).

8.

The instructor will present the concluding statement (five; minutes).

*NOTE: Alternate Scene II.
If the class wishes, they may extemporaneously role-play Scene II. If
the role-play option is selected, the following sequence should be observed.
6a. .Steps 1-5 above will remain the same.
6b. After the discussion following Scene I, the students in Scene I will
return to play the same characters in Scene H.
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6c.

One other student will be selected to play the store manager. This
student may wish.to read the lines for Lou in the script for the present
Scene II.

6d. Bobby, Pat, and the other characters from Scene I will be standing
about in a group as the store manager enters.
6e. The store manager will approach Pat and Bobby and ask about-their
earlier disagreement.

6f.

From this point on, any character may respond to a previous character's
'statement or may initiate a statement of his own.

6g.

If role-play is used the characters may; devise an ending completely different from the ending in Scene IL If this happens the Discussion
Questions on page 33 will not' all be applicable and therefore should not
be used.

LECTURETTE

Note to the instructor:

This lecturette may be presented as is or it may be expanded or
fuither developed as you see fit.

If a problem at work is detected early, the worker has a better chance of solving the problem
before it becomes serious or unmanageable. A potential problem is a situation having all the ingre-

dients for developing into an actual problem with the situation still only a threat that hasn't yet disruptet: the work environment of any of the workers.
If we catch a situation while it is still only a threat, it is less damaging to the work environment

than if we permit the situation to develop into a full.blown problem. Fewer people will be involved
and the consequences will be less disturbing when the problem in only potential. To ward off a prob.

lens early, we need to know the signs of potential problems. Later, in Step I-B, we will discuss some
of these signs r symptoms. Now, in Step 1-A, we will present a sociodrama (a little play) which

should impre

you with the importance of detecting problems early so that they can be dealt with

while they argil still under the worker's control and before they produce negative consequences.

As you ratch the sociodrama, try to detect the signs of the potential problem. Also, determine
what charact rs are involved in the problem and decide what each of those characters should do to

prevent the roblem from developing further.
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SOCIODRAMA

Note to Aetors.

Speak loudly when talking and, though you may look at the other actors, do
not turn your back Wipe audience. Speak at a normal pace, pausing at commas and periods. Characters may be either male or female. Thus, all pronouns
in the sociodrama, which are no written for male characters, may be changed
to female when a character is played by a female. You are to perform these
roles as if you were acting in a real play.

Characters:
Scene I

Narrator

provides commentary during sociodrama

Pat

about 50 years old, capable, hard working

Bobby

18 years old, intelligent, just out of school, willing to work

Terry

young worker

Dale

young worker

Scene 11

Narrator

provides commentary during sociodrama

Lou

store manager

Pat

about 50 years old, capable, hard working

Mel

middle aged worker

Bobby

18 years old, intelligent, just out of school, willing to work
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SCENE I

Setting:

A pair.of characters, Pat and Bobby, stand together toward one side of the
room. They pretend to arrange items on an imaginary stack of shelves.
Another pair of characters, Terry and Dale, are similarly engaged across the
room.

Narrator. Pat and Bobby are in a store .,ranging some sale ',ems for a promotional display. Pat is
about thirty, years older than 'Bobby, who was hired for his job just two days ago.
Pat:

We'rplace these heavy glass jars along the bottom shelf.

Bobby:

No, wait a minute! That stuff's more popular thin the other items. It'll sell faster,
so we'd better put those jars on the second-to-top shelf so customers can get at them
more easily.

Pat:

Put 'em way up there, and if any of the_ m fall, they'll smash all over the place. They're
glass and they're too heavy. Put 'em down near the floor.

Bobby:

Look, they won't sell there, acid there's a reason

Pat'

[interrupting]. And get these big yellow boxes off the display. They're ta!:ing up too
much room. Put all the bulky items on the floor, so we've got enough rocm for the
other stuff.

Bobby.

Hold on, now! The yellow boxes are the most attractive items here. We want to get
people over to this display. Put the bright items at the customer's z:yre level so to
attract him over here.

Pat:

We ought to hang the bright kids like you on this display. Maybe your winning smile
will attract folks. What we want to do is sell these items when the customers get over
here. If you pack the top shelf with a few big bulky items, no one's going to see what
else is for sale. Put the big yellow boxes on the floor and the smaller items on the top
shelf.

Bobby:

Look, we learned this in marketing classalways put

Pat:

Well, at the University of Hard Knocks, I was educated to realize you can't. sell what
can't be seen.

Bobby:

I'm fully aware of that. I only want to apply some of the effective selling techniques
we learned at school.

Pat:

Look, what's more effective than on-the-job experience? I've got twenty-three years
at this kind of work, seventeen with this company. I know what I know, what I've
seen, not What somebody else taught me.

Bobby:

All right, this is my first full-time job, but I've had two years of part-time experience
selling on a couple different jol)s, and I've had tur% years of school courses on subjects
directly related to what we're doing here. And those courses were taught by experienced teachers . . .
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Pat:

Experienced at what? Erasing boards? Come on, you can't compare school stuff with
on-the-job experience. Experience is its own teacher. Now get the jars and boxes . . .

Bobby:

Wait a minute, nobody 's a boss here, and neither one of us is in charge. Let's compromise. We'll put the boxes down and move the jars up . . .

Pat:

You move the jars up .. . Never mind. You set the display up here howeVer you
feel like it. I'm going to set up the other display across the store.
I Pat walks over to Terry and Dale, who are arranging another display far away from where
Bobby is standing.

Pat:

I'm starting to wonder what use experience is around here.

Terry:

Why?

Pat.

This younger kid, Bobby, seems to have all the know-how without the bother of experience. Ile's/she's got instant experience from school.

Dale:

Giving you advice, already?

Pat:

Yeah.

Terry:

Any of it any good?

Pat.

Hell, I don't knovs. Bobby 's talking about things like packaging applel and consumer
decision-making. All I know is customer convenience and sales.

Dale.

Bobby 's tea( hint; ruu things you never learned in all those years of experience, eh?

Pat.

That's got nothing to do with it. What's Bobby got to teach me after a couple days on
the job? You think helshe already knows what it took me years to learn?

Terry.

It's possible. Bobby may know some things you never learned. Schools these days
are getting into whole new approaches to all kinds of jobs.

Pat.

So then what's the use of any old, experienced-worker? if uu can hire y outlis who know
every thing already , y ouldun't need people who've gut only experience going for them.

A good point, PO. You may find yourself out of a job belure yeti get a
chance to retire.

Dale (humorously

END SCENE I.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

"(following Scene I)

Note to the instructor:

The following questions are only suggestions. Feel free to expand them
or to include questions of your own.

Before you proceed to Scene II, discuss these points:
1.

Do you think there is a job adjustment problem developing?

2.

What incidents indicate a developing problem? i problem developing?

3.

Who is involved in this problem?

4.

Which category(ies) in the Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problem handout
ccvers the problem in this sociodrama? (Stress proper diagnosis of the problem.
Some of the more appropriate responses include getting along with other workers, prejudice, and pear work experience.)

5.

Is it important that Pat and Bobby realize the early signs of this problem? Why?

6.

What can Pat and Bobby do to prevent this potential problem from develOping further?

7.

Which character, Bobby or Pat, seems to be more aware of the developing problem?

,

SCENE 11

Setting:

Two characters, Pat and Mel, stand together at one side of the room. A single
character, Bobby, is busy across the room. Another character, Lou, is in the
center.

Narrator: This scene takes place about a week later.

[ Lou, the store manager, walks up to Pat and Mel, another worker, as They are talking.]

L

Lou-

Pat, I heard about your run-in wit.h Bobby over setting up the store display, how Bobby
learned a new way in school but you liked doing it the old way.

Pat-

Something like that. But I'm beginning to see that Bobby wasn't just being smartaleck about it. He.'she just wanted to try out something he'd/she'd learned in school.

Lou:

It worked pretty well too, it seems.

Pat:

Yeah. The way Bet )by set tip the display attracted more customers than anything else
in the store.

Lou:

So you're nbk too bothered by the matter with Bobby?

Pat

Well, I was a little concerned about rn3r own job security, what with younger people coming in and doing a better job.

Mel.

But that's nonsense! Bobby had a good idea, but he/she still had to take your advice on
where to put those big glass jars. A couple of them were smashed all over the aisle until
we moved most of them to the bottom shelf and left just a few samples on the top.
[Pause] I bet that's what really bothered youyou were worried about being shown up
by some young kid and maybe losing your job.

Pat

Well, the guys were kidding me about that. They were talking about taking bets on how
long it would be before I was replaced by a thirteen-year old.

Lou

Now, ybu know we're going to have to rely on your experience, no matter how many
bright kid: we hire. While you may not come up with so many ideas, you're more
reliable. iou won't make many mistakes, and those you do make won't be so disastrous
as the ones some one just coming into the business makes.

Pat-

'That's what I c ame to realize. After Terry and Dale kidded me about our disagreement
I thought the whole thing over. Then I knew it wasn't really the argument with Bobby
that was bugging me. I was concerned that after being here so long I didn't have much
to offer after all. But when I discussed this with the other guys, I realized I didn't
have anything to worry about. I don't really have anything against Bobby, either.

Lou:

Good! !lave you talked with Bobby about this?
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Not yet. I tried to talk with him: her the other morning, but he:she didn't seem to want

Pat.

to discuss it.

Well, I'll go over and have a talk with Bobby about it now.

Lou:

[ Lou walks over to where Bobby is wOrking.]
Lou:

Bobby, how're things going?

Bobby:

The job's OK, but I don't feel so comfortable about working here.

Lou:

Why's that, Bobby?

Bobby.

Because I think there's discrimination against young people and new ideas around here.

Lou:

Are you talking about the run-in you had with Pat the other day over setting up the
store display?

Bobby .

That's right. Pat and I just don't get along. Pat doesn't have any respec t for my ideas,
and I don't like his/her attitude.

Lou.

Well, I don't think it's a matter of discrimination. I just talked with Pat and he.she
realizes that the incident with you, was a mistake that shouldn't have happened.
Pat realizes the matter was more complex . . .

Bobby:

The matter was very simplewe don't get, along.

Lou.

Maybe it was actually mare complex than you think. Pat said that when he/she thought
it over, he;she realized that with him:her it was related to his;her feelings about keeping
up with progress and changes on 0 job and to his/her concern about losing, his,'her
job to some new worker like you.

Bobby.

I don't see any complex problem here at &I. It's just a matter of personalities, and Pat
and I don't get along. He/she may have a problem, but I doal, have any.

Lou:

Well, I wish you shouldn't see it that
work together in your jobs.

Bobby:

It's not easy working with someone three times your age, who thinks the job's gut to be
done the way it was done in the Middle Ages.

Lou

.

It's important that you two get along here and

I wonder if I detect a note of prejudice in your attitude toward Pat. Maybe you have less
respect. for him/her because he's/she's an older worker.

Bobby:

t nothing to do with it. Ile's:she's the one who ha, P respect for my ideas and
I just don't feel like putting up with that nonsense.

That...,

,

END OF SCENE 11.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(following Scene II)

Note to the instructor.

The following questions are only suggestions. Feet free to expand
them or to-include questions of your own.

1.

Which character, Bobby or Pat, now seems to be more aware of the problem? Why do
you think so?

2.

Which character is trying to prevent the problem from getting worse. Support your
answer by referring to incidents in the play.

3.

Is this still a potential problem, or is it fully developed?

4.

Is the situation still under the control of the workers, Bobb and Pat? If so, does this
mean it is a potential problem?

5.

Have any negative of bad consequences occurred yet? If they have, does this mean
a fully developed problem?

6.

Can Bobby or Pat still prevent these negative consequences from occurring? If they can,
does this mean it is a potential problem?

I.

Which category(ies) in the Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problem (Vv'EJAP) handout
covers the problem(s) in this sociodrama? (Stress getting along with the boss and other
workers, prejudice, communication, and prior work experience.)
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT

The sociodrama y ou have just seen or acted in presented a potential problem. A potential
problem is a situation in which negative consequences can occur if preventive action is not taken by
the worker. A fuljy developed problem is a situation in which negative consequences have already
occurred for the worker and can no longer be avoided.

In the sociodrama, Bobby and Pat had a disagreement. The disagreement stemmed from more
than just the pers'onality differences Bobby allufled to in Scene II. Each worker had brought to his

job stereotypes of his co-workers. Pat already thought that youths, like Bobby, are usually inept
workers who try to appear as if they.know what they are doing. Bobby, on the other hand, considered much older workers to be set in their ways and somewhat .,enile. When they met, each saw

hisAer stereotypes confirmed. Bobby seemed to Pat to be blindly following work methods he,she
had learned in school and to be unwilling to learn from a more experienced worker how those methods
might not always be practical for a specific job. Bobby thought Pat was unwilling to listen to new
ideas, especially from any one much y uunger and considered Pat's experience more a straight-jacket

than a foundation.
Bobby and Pat's proL:-in is still only a potential problem. If thi, problem becomes more fully
developed, it probably will produce negative consequences such as permanent hostility between the

workers, with one or both possibly threatening to quit the job to avoid working with the other.
These.negative consequences, huwevei, have nut yet

curred, and the workers are still in control of

the situation and capable of preventing them. Pat has already made some attempt. in this direction.
He:she has discussed the matter with his/her colleagues in order to diagnose the problem and to

understand what is involved. Bobby does not yet seem to be aware of the potential problem. If
he /she fails to identify it, the potential problem may soon become fully developed for him,her.
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STEP I-B

CAUSES AND SYMPTOMS

The intent of this step will be to have students identify the causes and symptoms of jot) adjust.
ment problems in a case study.
Criterion Objective II
Students will apply a five-step problem solving approach correctly for solving work entry
and job adjustment problems.
Enabling Objective

At the conclusion of this unit, students will:
Distinguish between those elements of a case study that are causes or
symptoms or both.
Group Size

The entire class will be broken down into smaller groups of approximately six each.
Resources
1.

Lecturette"The Parts of the Problem," for the instructor (pp. 3941),..
including transparencies (No. 1, 2, anti 3)

2.

Student Guides for all students

3.

Copies of "The Parts of-the ProblemStudent Exercise, Bristol" for all
students (p. 45)

4.

Copies of the "Checklist" for all students (p. 46)

5.

Copies of "The Parts of the Problem, Answers and Discussion for Bristol"
for all students (p. 47)

6.

Transparency (No. 1)

7.

Overhead projector
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Additional Resources
1.

"Instructor's Key for "Case Study No. 1: Bruce" including transparency (No. 2)
for the instructor

2.

Instructor's Key, "or "Case Study No. 2: Holly" including transparency (No. 3)
for the instructor'

Evaluation

.

The instructor will have students_ complete the Bristol (Bruce, Holly) "exercise. The
students will then exchange,papers for Checking. TheAnstructor will read gnswers
aloud using the Instructor's KO, 'alli5V4fOridiscussion if students have questions. The
instructor will then pick up student exercises for evaluation {seven minutes). . Sufficient
achievement of the enabling objectir,is indicated when at least 75 percent of the class
identify at least one cause, one syriPtom, and one element which is both a cause and a
symptom or a job adjustment problem.

Further instructions are given below in the Methods section (not applicable for
supplementary resources).
Methods

Approximate time required - forty minutes
1.

The instructor will read the lecturette, "Pacts of the Problem," while
students follow along in their Student Guides (p. 39): Students will be
given time to form small groups, read through the "Categories of Symptoms"
`(p. 42-43 of the Student Guide) and discuss if necessary (twenty minutes).

2:

The instructor will hand out "The Parts of the Problem," "Student Exercise,"
and the "Checklist," and allow students to complete the exercise (ten minutes).

NOTE:

If student progress is to be evaluated, the instructor will now turn
back to the Evaluation abovelor the appropriate methods to replace
No. 3 of this section.
7

3.

The instructor will then hand out "The Parts of the Problem, Answers and
Discussion for Bristol." The answers should be read'aloud by the instructor
who will use the appropriate Transparency (No. 1), allowing for
discussion if the students have questions (seven minutes).

4.

The instructor will read the concluding statement on p. 49 unless the Alternate
Resources are used, in which case the statement will be read at the conclusion
of the appendicized resources (two minutes).

NOTE:

lipthe event that you feel a need to extend the time spent on this step, we
have included supplementary resources for your use at any time you oeem it
necessary to augment the unit core. These resources may be found in an
appendix at the conclusion of this step.
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THE PARTS OF THE PROBLEM
LECTURETTE

Note to the,, instructori

This ledturette may be presented a$ is or further
developed as you see fit.

We have talked about the importance and Naluj of diagnosing job - related problems and we

have explbred the many and varied types-of job adjustment and work entry problems which

can develop whenyou lave school and begin working. At this time, we will begin, to delve
nioredeeplY into these problems. There are two factors which, combined, produce job adjustnt prbblemsi causes and, symptoms. A cause_is defined as something that produces an

effect. A symptom is defined as a sign that indicates the existence of a problematic situation.
o For example, if you go to a doctor when yoii are very sick, you usually tell him/her what
s nilpl,oms or signs of sickness you have, such as fever, nausea, headache, and so forth

From.,

this information, as well as from tests and his/her medical experience, the doctor will make a
diagnosis as to 'what may lie the causes which have produced the effect of sickness.
,

In order to determine whether something is a symptom, ask yourself the question "Does

the worker show signs of a problem, and is this one of the signs?" If you can answer "yes"
to this question, you have. identified a symptom. In order to d etermine whether something
is a cause, try asking yourself This question "D:d this produce an effect?" If you can answer

"yes" to this question, you have identified a cause. In the example of Pat and Bobby in )
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the previous exercise, Pat was able to correctly define the causes and symptoms, diagnose the

problem, and solve it while Bobby failed even to recognize the causes and symptoms of the
problem.

In the group exercises whiCh follow, keep in mind that you must answer the questions

based only on the information contained in the examples and assume that tnese are the only
elements of information involved in the problem. This doesn't happen in real-life situations

but our intent is to familiarize you with the general process, so you can deal with any problems that come along. AVOID READING ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR ELEMENTS INTO THE PROBLEM.

'Symptoms will not always be connected with causes, but usually there is a connection
based on the information given in the story.
Just as problems fit together into different categories, so do causes and symptoms.
The catego'ries of causes are the same as the Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problems
(WEJAP) categories in the Introduction. Let's now take some time to look at the categories

of symptoms and some examples of each.
In real-life situations, four things can happen: (1) some parts of the problem can be

both symptoms and causes at the same time, and we will label these "both", (2) there can
be causes not connected to each other which produce the same sy mptorn(s), (3) there can

be more than one symptom produced by the same cause; and (4) there can be irrelevant
information which is neither cause nor symptom and has nothing to do with the problem.

If there are multiple cakes or multiple syMptums (in our examples), don't let that bother
youthat's usually the case in real life, if something is both cause and sympt--,rn, it simply
becomes a link in the chain of causes and symptoms.

Finally, use the two questions on

causes and symptoms to lielp you'hort it all out.
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We have worked through one basic example on pages 45-47 with you; now we would

like to have you 'try one on your own, with the help of the other members of ybur group.
-,Good luck!

/

-.
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CATEGOMES OF SYMPTOMS

DEFINITION: 'A symptom is the sign produced by a job adjustment. problem.
'a

1.

SOMATIC SYMPTOMS (THESE ARE PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS RELATING TO OR AFFECTING THE BODY) - Examples:
a.

2.

3

.

headaches

b.

stomach cramps and nausea

c.

bodily tension

d.

backaches

PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS (THESE ARE EMOTIONAL SYMPTOMS AFFECTING
THE INDIVIDUAL WORKER) - Examples:
a.

anxiety

b.

anger

c.

fear

d.

lack of trust

PERFORMANCE SYMPTOMS (THESE ARE SYMPTOMS RELATING TO A WORKER'S
ABILITY TO CARRY OUT OR ACCOMPLISH WORK) - Examples:
a.

disorganization

b.

camiessness

c.

sloppiness

d.

absenteeism

e.

inability to meet deadlines

f.

tardiness
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4.

5.

SELF-CONCEPT SYMPTOMS (THESE ARE SYMPTOMS RELATING TO A WORKER'S
VIEW OR DESCRIPTION OF HIMSELF) - Examples:
a.

fear of failure

b.

lack of confidence

c.

feeling of inadequacy

( I-THE-JOB PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP SYMPTOMS (THESE ARE SYMPTOMS RELATING TO A WORKER'S ABILITY TO CET ALONG WITH CO-WORKERS) - Examples:
a.

short temper

b.

tendency to start arguments

c.

unfriendly attitude

d.

ignoring instructions

r

6.

e.

'failure to communicate

f.

lack of coop..eration

4:7P"ot

,
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OFF-THE-JOB PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP SYMPTOMS (THESE ARE SYMPTOMS RELATING TO A WURKER'S ABILITY TO GET ALONG WITH PERSONS OUTSIDE OF
WORK, e.g., WIFE MOTHii etc.) - Examples:
a.

short temper

b.

lack of time for social Acivi`ies

e.

lack of time to spend with one's children
4t
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THE PARTS OF THE PROBLEM

In the case study which follows, there are parts or elements in the overall problem which can be
identified as causes, symptoms, or both. You are to figure out what each part is by using the checklist, page 46. Put your answers, using the code shown on the checklist, in the space provided below
the c .2 study. Read the entire story first and then go back to each part to try to answer the questions. While on your uwn job, you must solve your own problems; one of the first steps is to recognize symptoms and find out what is causing them. A symptom, however, is not a job adjustment
problem in itself; it should only alert you to the existence of a possible problem.

The first part or element has been identified for you. Try the others using your checklist.
There are more spaces given you in all of these exercises than you will need. Be sure to pat
your name on the exercise. Good luck!

STUDENT EXERCISE

BRIST)L
Bristol got to her job about thirty minutes late this morning. In addition, she took a toffee
break that lasted ten minutes longer than usual. Realizing how far behind she was in her duties,
she began to feel the pressure and, as a result, developed a headache.
Element

Cause, Symptom, or Both
(C, S, or B)
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CHECKLIST

1.

"Do you know whether this produced an effect?" - If "Yes," then it is a cause.

2.

"Does the worker show signs of a problem, and is this one of the signs?" - If "Yes," the.* it is
a symptom.

3.

If both questions can be answered "Yes," then it is labeled both.
On the case studies, label each element as follows:
C = Cause

S = Symptom
B = Both
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THE PARTS OF THE PROBLEM

ANSWERS AND DISCUSSION FOR BRISTOL

The elements in this work ad'ustment problem:

B

C

1.

Being thirty minutes late to work

2.

Taking a coffee break that lasted ten minutes
longer than usual

3.

Realizing how far behind she was in her duties

B

4.

Feeling the pressure

B

5.

Developing a headache

S

C

Numbers 1 and 2 are causes of Bristol's problem since they answer the question, "Did this
produce an effect?" The effect produced ur symptom (sign) of the problem is number 5 since it
answers the question "Dues the worker shovisigns of the problem and is this one of the signs?"
Numbers 3 and 4 are both since they answer both questions and represent both causes and symptoms.
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Note to the instructor:

This statement may be presented as is, or it may expanded or
further developed as you see fit.

In this part of diagnosing the problem, you have been exposed to causes and symptoms. Frequently, people will attempt to solve their problems iri a very casual manner without first laying

out the essential grotindwork. One part of this foundation involves looking at a chain of events
called causes and symptoms which may lead to a work entry or job adjustment problem.
In trying to diagnosesa problem, you will probably first notice some symptoms such as excessive faiigue,..careless work, anger, or even a minor headache. If you try to treat just the symptoms

you will accomplish no more than the doctor who tries to treat just the symptoms of a patient with
an incurable disease: the symptoms may be relieved but the cause(s) remains and the problem
dets worse. The symptoms of a problem shouk at like a red light to alert you to the existence
of a problem. Then, by carefully asking "Wiry," you should be able to trace the chain back to a
plate where you can effectively operate on it.
NOTE-

If the supplementary resources have been used, please continue reading the following information.

Review, for a moment, the story" of Bristol, who got behind in her duties because or her
lateness. This would clearly indicate a problem in attitudes and values as well as work habits.

With Bruce, the problem invol-ed peer and supervisory adjustment, new roles, career planning, and
self-image. Holly's basic problem revolved around automation and changing technology.
In all of these exercises try to remain aware of the categories the problems fall into, and you
will beble to deal with them more effectively on your own future jobs.
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SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES FOR STEP I-B

Page

MethodS Sheet for Alternate Exercises

.

54

__Case Study No. 1: Bruce

55

Instructor's Key
Case Study No. 1: Bruce

57

Case Study No. 2: Holly

.

59

Instructor's Key
Case Study No. 2: Holly
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METHODS SHEET FOR SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

Case Study No. 1: Bruce
Approximate time required - forty minutes
1.

Students will form into groups of approximately six each. The instructor will ask
students to read "Case Study No. 1: Bruce," (p. 55 of the Student Guide) and allow
students time to complete the exercise. Remind students that the "Checklist," (p. 46)
and "Categories of Symptoms" (pp. 42 and 43 of the Student Guide) will be heipful
for reference during the exercise (twenty minutes).

NOTE.

2.

If student progress is to be evaluated, the ;nstractor will now turn back to the
Evaluation section for the appropriate methods to replace No. 2 of this section.

WI-en sti....;ents have competed the "Case Study No. 1: Bruce," discuss the answers using
the Teacher's Key (p. 57), 'Case Study No. Bruce" and accompanying transparency

(No. 5) (twenty minutes).
Case Study No. 2: Holly
Approximate time required - forty minutes
1.

Students will form into groups of approximately six each. The instructor will ask students
to read "Case Study No. 2. Holly," (p. 59 of the Student Guide) and alio?, students time
to complete the exercise. Remind students that the "Checklist (p. 46) and "Categories
of Symptoms" (pp. 42 and 43 of the Student Guide) wit! he helpful fer reference during
the exercise (twenty minutes).

NOTE.

2.

If student progress is to be el aluatec!, the instructor should now turn hack to the
Evaluation section for the appropriate methods to replace No. 2 of this section.

When students have completed the "Case Study No. 2. Holly," discuss the answers
using the Instructor's Key, "Case Study No. 2. Holly" and accompanying transparency
(No. 6) - (twenty minutes).
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CASE STUDY NO. 1: BRUCE

.4

Using.the Checklist for reference, decide what part of the problem each element in the folluvving
case study represents. Use the code provided on the Checklist when recording your answers. Be
sure to read through the entire case study before trying to answer. Also, use the questions on the
Checklist as guides in determining your answers. Avoid reading additional elements into the case
study.

Bruce has a proble, 1. What it is, he isn't sure. For about six months since graduating from high
school, he has been working as a clerk in the American Manufacturing Company. Last Monday
morning his boss came in to tell Brute he was promoting him to senior-clerk status which, Brute
knew, involved additional responsibilities. In considering these additional responsibilities he began
to feel uncomfortable and made a number of errors on Ills records. While driving home that evening,
he began to think about what his boss had told him that morning and became upset. fie drove
through a red light and, as a result, narrowly avoided an accident.

Element

C, S or B
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INSTRUCTOR'S KEY

CASE STUDY NO. 1: BRUCE

(to be used with transparency)

Note to the instructor

Please stress the following information: All of the so-called answers are
nothing more than interpretations of the case studies. There is no one
"correct" set of answers. The students' outlook on the problem situation is
the most important thing. As long as they are able to trace a chain of effuses
and symptdms in any job adjustment problem they may encounter, they
will have taken one of the first steps toward solving that problem. If
students have questions about the answers, you may want to discuss them.

---

Element
---.

C, S, S or B

1.

Receiving promotion to senior-clerk status

C

2.

Receiving additional responsibilities

B

3.

Considering the additional responsibilities

-

B

t.

4.

Beginning to feel uncomfortable

B,

5.

Making a number of errors

S

6.

Thinking about what his boss told him

B

7.

Becoming upset

B

8.

Driving through a red light

B

9.

Narrowly avoiding an accident

1.

Receiving promotion to senior-clerk status

.*

S

For Bruce, this is part of the overall problem. It is not a symptom of anything since the
story does not indicate what might have caused the boss to consider a promotion. The facts
mentioned earlier in the story are irrelevant since we are not told, for example, what working
for six months or being a high school gradulte has to do with his problem. You might infer
that these or other elements affect the problem in some way, but this is not the same as just
analyzing the facts given you in Jie story.
57
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2.

Receiving additional responsibilities

This is tricky! We know that the promotion involves additional responsibilities but this
may beanothing more than a simple fact and, therefore, irrelevant in the chain of causes andsymptoms. On the other hand, we do know that it most probably caused Bruce's consideration of the responsibilities and may wish to be the result of the talk the boss had with Bruce.
3.

Considering the additional responsibilities
This element is a symptom caused by the additir.ual responsibilities which, in turn,
caused Bruce to feel uncomfortable.

4.

Beginning to feel uncomfortable
This definitely appears to be a symptom of the,previous element and a cause of the
errors.

5.

Making a number of errors

As stated in the story, this is a result.of feeling uncomfortable.
6.

Thinking about what his boss told him
z.

This was most probably prompted by his boss telling him about his possible promotion.

This, in turn, led him to become upset.
7.

Becoming upset

This is the result of thinking about what his boss said, and probably caused trim to drive
through a red light.
8.

Driving through a red light
Here is a sign of at least one cause (see 6 and 7 above) which led him to narrCwly avoid
an accident. Note that this is an obvious example of how an on the job problem can affect
the worker in an off the job situation.

9.

.13

Narrowly avoiding an accident

This, also, is a sign of the overall problem.'
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CASE STUDY NO. 2: HOLLY
,

.

Using the Checklist for reference, decide what part of the, problem each element In the case
stu y below repiesents. Use the code provided on the Checklist when recording your answers.
Be s re to read through the entire case study before trying to answer. Avoid reading additional
elem its into thecase study.

,

4),

Folly is very good at operating the keypunch machine and enjoys her work. When the corn-.
pan; s). works for switchal to the la ist model, she became confused. Contributing to the problem
at the same time was a move Lo a latOr office. Because of he: confusion and the noise of the machines,
she made many mistakes which, in turn, produced &headache.
Element

CS

B

\ INSTRUCTOR'S KEY
CAS&STUDY NO. 2: HOLLY

(to be used with transparency)

Note to the instructor.

It should be stressed that all of the so-called answers are nothing more
than interpretations of the case studies. There is no one "correct" set
of answers. The student's outlook on the problem situation is the most
important thing. As long as they are able to trace a chain of causes and
symptoms in any job adjustment problem they might encounter, they
will have taken one of the first steps toward solving that problem.
If students have questions about the answers provided, you may want
to discuss them.

Element

C,

or B

1.

Switching to the latest model

C

2.

Moving to a larger office

C-

3.

BPcoming confused

t3

4.

Noise of the machines

C

Making many mistakes

B

6.

Headache

S

1.

Switching to the latest model

5.

,

This is the initia cause of Holly's problem since it produced the effect of her confusion.
2.

Moving to 'a larger office

This is also related to her confusion.
3.

Becoming confused

This is a sign of the problem (performance or psychological symptom) as well as d cause
of her making mistakes.
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4.

Noise of the machines

This is an added cause contributing to Holly making mistakes.
5.

Making many mistakes

This is a performance symptom as well as a cause of Holly's headache.
6.

Headache

This is a somatic symptom of the overall problem.
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STEP I-C

INFORMATION SOURCES FOR PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
P, ue

Lecturette No. 1

68

Discussion Questions (before role-playing)

70

Role-Playing Situation and Identification Cards (6 in all)

71

Discussion Questions (lifter role-playing)

79

Statement (before brainstorming)

79

Lecturette No. 2

81

Lecturette No. 3

82

Case Study: Mary Martin

84

Information Sources Rating Scale (transparency)

85

Information Sources Rating Scale Instructor's Key

87

Concluding Statement

88

Outline (Step 1 -C of the Five-Step Problem Solving Approach)

89

Supplementary Resources for Step 1

91

Methods Sheet for Supplementary Exercise

93
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STEP IC

0

INFORMATION SOURCES FOR PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

The intent of this step is to a quaint the students with the importance and types of information sources that can be used in diagnosing a job adjustment problem. The students ' ill also be
exposed to a procedure for evaluating the potential benefits of each information auurce.
Criterion Objective II
Students will correctly apply each step of the five-step problem solving approach for
solving work entry and job adjustment problems.
Enabling Objective

At the conclusion of this unit, students will:
1.

List the two general sources of information for work entr; and job adjustment
problem identification.

2.

Categorize at least two sources of information from a given case study in terms
of rating the accessibility and value of the source for problem identification.

Group Size

The group size will vary with the different exercises. See the Methods section for
specific group size.
Resources
1.

Lecturette No. 1 (pp. 68-69)

2.

Discussion Questions (before role-playing, p. 70)

3.

Copy of Role-Playing Situation (p. 71)

4.

Student Guides for all students

5.

One .et of Role-Playing Identification Cards for each group (pp. 73-78)

6.

Discussion Questions (after role playing, p. 79)

7.

Lecturette No. 2 (pp. 81-82)
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8. Statement (before brainstorming, p. 79)
9. Information Sources Rating Scale (transparen,cy)
10. Grease pencils and cheesecloth for erasing
11.

Chalkboard and chalk or newsprint and marking pen

12. Lecturette No. 3,(pp. 82-83)

13. Copy of Case Study: Mary Martin (p. 84)
14. Copies of Information Sources Rating Scale for all students (pp. 85-86)
15. Concluding'Statement (p. 88)
16. Outline (step I-C of the Five-Step Problem Solviiig Approach, p. 89)

Evaluation

For purposes of evaluation of this step the instructor mas collect the "Information
Sources Rating Scale" from each student after completion of step No. 10 of the Methods
section (the rating of choices of information sources for the Mary Martin case study).
The instructor should collect the individual rating scales before the students discuss their choices with the other group members to reach the group consensus, The instructor may also collect the group consensus, additional rating scales from the group
reporters for any overall group comparisons. Although no "correct" answers are provided, there are some sources more nearly correct than others. It will be up to the discretion of the instructor to decide which of the student's rating of information sources
are most appropriate.
Addititinal evaluative information may be obtained from the review of the student's
use of "Information Source" in their problem diagnosis (Step I) section of their own
mini-case study writing exercise. Note. This particular evaluation will only be possible
if the Supplementary Exercises are used.
Methods

Phase I: Approximate time required - forty minutes
1.

The instructor will present Lecturette No. 1 explaining the importance of information in diagnosing a problem (five minutes).

2.

The instructor will lead a discussion using discussion questions (before roleplaying; on the importance of information (five minutes).

3.

The students will move their chairs or desks into groups of six, while the instructor hands out one set of the Role-Playing Identification Cards (six cards
in each set) to each group. In the groups, each student will receive a
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Role-Playing Identification Card which is to be folded in half with the
character's name facing the group. The students will refer to
Student
Guides (p. 71) for the'role-playing situation. Allow students a Mute or two
to read the description of their character which is printed on the reverse of
the Identification Card (the instructor should emphasize that the students
are not'to show or in any way relate the information on their cards to the
other group members except as it becomes known in the exercise).
4.

The instructor will lead a discussion using the discussion questions (after roleplaying) - (five minutes),

5.

The instructor will read the statement (before brainstorming) explaining the
brainstorming exercise. The instructor will then lead the brainstorming exercise to encourage discussion to elicit examples of information sources, which
could be used both by Kim (in the role-playing situation) and in general,
to help with problem diagnosis or identification. These sources should be
recorded on either the chalkboard or newsprint and retained for later us
(fifteen minutes).

NOTE:

The instructor must decide to stop or continue with the brainstorming
exercise as he/she sees fit, based on the time remaining or student.
interest.

'Phase II: Approximate time required - forty-five minutes
6.

The instructor will present Lecturette No. 2 explaining how information
sources are to be evaluated for their worth in identifying problems (five
minutes).
The instructor will have students select about five of the information
sources from the list generated in No. 5 above that they feel are the other
sources Kim could have used to help identify the problem. The instructor
or a student should use a grease pencil to record these five sources on the
Information Sources Rating Scale (transparency) in the column, entitled
"Source of Information." Using the definitions provided in Lecturette
No. 2, the instructor will lead students in a discussion of ratings in terms of
accessibility and value for each of the five sources. The rating decided upon
for each should be reco, led on the Information Sources Rating Scale (transparency). When the ratings are determined, students should then rank the
best and second best source. The top two ranked sources will be recorded
(No. 1 and No. 2) - (fifteen minutes).

8.

Following the ratings, the instructor will present Lecturette No. 3 explaining
individual considerations in selection of information sources (five minutes).
The students in each group should pick a person to serve as reporter for the
group.
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10. The instructor will hand out copies of the Information Sources Rating Scale
to each student. An additional copy of the Rating Scale should be given to
the reporters of each'group. The instructor will then explain that students
are to read the case study (refer to Student Guide p. 84) and rate their choices
of information sources for Mary Martin. When all students in the group are
finished, the group members are to discuss their choices, with the reporter
recording the group's decisions on the additional Rating Scale (fifteen minutes).
If they wish, although it is not required, stuents may rank order all of their
sources of information.
11. The instructor will read the concluding statement on p. 88 unless the
Supplementary Resources are used in which case the statement will be
read at the conclusion of the appendicized resources,(two minutes),
NOTE:

If time permits, the instructor may ask the reporter for each group to
report to the entire class the group's top two sources and the reasons
for selecting Diem. The instructor will then lead a discussion of the
sources in an attempt to reach an entire class consensus.

LECTURETTE NO. 1

Note to the instructor.

This lecturette may be presented as is or it may be expanded
or further developed as you see fit.

Now that you have had mane cxosure to the relationship of causes and symptoms in a problem,
there may be times whe you feel that you yourself may have a problem, or at least the symptoms
.,f what cuuld be a problem. Sometimes you are not really sure whether there is a real problem, or
that it is your problem.
For example, you are working in a machine shop and you have just been mc, _I to a new

machine Yuu get started and every thing is going well, but you notice that the machine makes a
weird noise after every ten o twelve operations. This is a symptom of what could )3e a problem.
You don't know whether it (the noise) occurs because of something you are doing wrong (which
means it is y our problem) or whether it is the way the machine is supposed to work (which means

it's not a real problem) In a Ji tu t ion like this, what u..e needs is additional information to help

himiter better understand the sit aloft and the symptoms that he;she is experiencing.
Information is one of 'he important elements needed in problem identification. Information
sources ( an be separated into two categories. (1) people, and (2) lac es. There may be times when
it will be nec essay for y 011 to seek information to further identify the problem from each of these

sources (people, placed,
In any given instance of try ing to identify (I problem you may find that one source can give
only a partial amount of information and that .1)y going to other sources (people, places)

ou

may he be to pie( t. tht problem together. This will depend upon the magnitude (size) of the problem, and your ability in seeking different sources of information to identify it.
The following rule -play ing demonstration involving Kim and the Buss is to be thought of al. one

of those situations where information is needed for further problem Identification. There are many
problems, or what ma\ 1001,
problems, that are not so simple as the role-playing example. but
the same approaches can be followed in about all cases.
Make sure, in assigning student rules, that the individual assigned to play Kim is an exrovert
and that the other (aqui-, fit Owh respective roles in personality.
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NOTE:

This role-playing demonstration will show only that information is important in
problem identification. It is not designed to show how information contributes to

problem solution. This fact should be emphasized to the class.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(before role-playing)

Note to the instructor

1.

The following questions are only suggestions. Feel free to expand or
include questions of your own.

Describe any situation(s) in which you were unsure as to whether or not you had a
problem, or that it was your problem.

NOTF-

The instructor may use the following situation as an example for further discussion.

You may walk into the office one morning and notice that when you greet one co-worker,
your greeting is -ot re'urned, when y ou speak to another colleague, he mumbles something you
don't understand, 'If N ou feel it was an unfriendly remark, and when you discuss your work with
your supervisor, he doesn't seem enthusiastic about it and gives you only neutral comments.
2.

Are these perceptions all related, aad do you hate a problem or are they just scattered
occurrences, which you hate misinterpreted?

3.

Into what distinct resource categories can you put information?
Examples
People:

Shop steward, supervisor, counselor, colleagues

Places:

Organizations, agencies, manuals, files, personnel offices

4.

Describe a problem situation for which you don't need any information.

5.

Is it sometimes better to remain ignorant of the facts and or the opinions of others than
to have this information concerning a problem? Why?

We are now goii.g to do a role-play ing exercise What we mean is that you will al! assume the
parts of fictional characters. You will play the roles of these characters. You will receive a description of your character and y ou must act in ac( ordance iitti that description. Remember you are
free to say anything as long as it follows your character's role.
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ROLE-PLAYING SITUATION

Kim is a young draftsperson at Builders' Associates. Kim's boss has been standing around the
desk a lot lately and watching him/her. Kim feels that it is strange since the boss has never behaved
like this before. As a result, Kim is very nervous in his/her work and rtalizes that his /her nervousness might represent a symptom of a job problem. Kim needs to know whether there is some cause

foO.e boss' behavior in order to determine w ht.ther he.she actually has a job problem orihas merely
misinterpreted the boss' behavior.
In order to clarify this situation, Kim could tik to the boss or perhaps his/her co-workers.
The boss, however, is out of the offit.e for the rest of the day, and.Kim is so worrier; that even working becomes difficult until he/she knows why the boss is acting this way.
The following sources of information are now available Co Kim:
Allan

a young draftsman

Linda

a draftswoman

Bob

a senior draftsman

Cindy

the boss' secretary

Jean
a person who works in the company personnel office
Note to the instrut. for
The situation will require Kim to get a bit of r important information
from selected members of the group. The group will not be able to
give him 'her all the information needed to answer his/her questions,
but it will show how many different sources he/she can choose from and
what help they can give.

7r1 1

j

WIN
(fold on dotted line)
KIM

WHO YOU ARE

Yilu are a young draftsperson in the drafting department of Builders' Associates.
Your boss has been coming over to your desk and standing over you lately. Ile, she doesn't say
anything but just seems to be watching you. This behavior is making you very nervous.

YOUR PART-

You may describe the situation and ask any one or all of the ptersons in your
group for opinions On the boss' behavior. Yuu are looking for information in order to
determine whether there is a problem and, if so, what it is.

I-10W TO DO IT

Su, r' you need the co-workers' information to help you determine the boss' behavior, it will be up t you whom you will c (intact and how many times you go to each iiersun for
help You may stop i" .ind when you feel y uu have determined the reasons for the boss' behavior.

Some questions you might ask
1.

2.

3,
4

Can you tell me what the boss is really` like')
Should I go ask him her if there is anything wrong')

Should I try to forget it
I las this ever happened to von'
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(fold on dotted line)
BOB

WHO YOU ARE.

You are a seniol draftsman in the drafting department of Builders' Associates.
You have worked there twenty years. You like Kim and want her:him to be
a very successful draftsperson.

YOUR PART

You know that when the buss is upset with someone he stands around and
watches that person. You can tell Kim about this, but you don't know why
the boss is upset with him/her.

HOW 'ro D) :1'.

You like Kim and want to help. You also want the group to work.together
so !you may help Kim get information from the other members of the group
by asking questions that you thiaik will help.

6
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II a N I 1
(fOld on dotted line)
LINDA

WHO YOU ARE:

You are a young draftLwoman in the drafting department of Builders'
Associates. You started working the same day Kim did. You really don't
like Kim very much.
't,

YOUR PART:
,

You will tell Kim that the boss has told you several people have been coming
in late, leaving early, and taking extra time at breaks and lunch. The boss
seemed pretty upset about this, but he didn't say who the people were.

HOW TO DO IT

You can act your part out any way you wish. Remember, you don't like Kim
and want him/her td know it. For example, you may pick on him/her, laugh
at his/her story, or just talk about something else. You must give Kim the
information about what the ')oss told you if he/she asks you..
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(fold on the dotted line)
CINDY

WHO YOU ARE.

You are the secretary to the boss of the drafting department. The boss tells
you generally what's on his mind. You like Kim and want to help.

YOUR PART.

You will tell Kim that you think the boss is ui,:, ippy with him/her, but you
don't know why. The boss had yOu pull Kim's personnel folder last week
and put it on his desk.

HOW TO DO IT.

You may act this out any way you wish. For example, you may tell Kim how
you feel about the boss' likes and dislikes. Explain how he acts in different
situation. You may ask Kim questions, or help tim/her ask the others questions. however, the nformation you give him/her about his/her problem must
be limited to the information above.

t,

t
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(fold on dotted line)
ALLAN

WHO YOU ARE.

You are a draftsman in the drafting department. of Builders' Associates. You
are working in the same department and under the same boss as Kim. You
are the type of person who likes to keep up on all the office gossip.

`.'0 UR PART.

You ».'l tell Kim that you overheard someone say that his /her production
has been down lately. You will also try to keep the other members of the
group involved in related chatter while Kim is trying to get information.

110W TO 1)0 IT

You may act your part out in any way you wish. You can ask Kim questioris
or talk o him /her about other things hut, the information you give him/her
about the problems must be lime.A to the information above.

Y:..,....

(fold on Jotted line)
JEAN

WHO YOU ARE:

You are working in the personnel office of Builders' Associates, and you
handle all the business concerning the drafting department.

YOUR PART

You know that Kim's boss has been in your office inquiring about Kim's
past performance records, but you don't know why.

HOW TO DO IT.

Yu'i are the type of person who doesn't really care too much about other .
people's problems. You will tell Kim about the boss coming around and
azking questions, but other than that you have problems of your own that
you want to talk about and do talk about.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(after role-playing)

Note to the instr,a_tor.

The followihg questions are only suggestions. reel free to expand or
include questibns of your own.

I.

Does Kim really have a problem? Why?

2.

Do you feel you have identified the problem? Why?

3.

What could have happened if Kim had stopped after the first bit of information
was received?

4.

Are you satisfied or dissatisfy .3 with the information you obtained? Why?

5.

Which job adjustment problem categories do you ,think Kim's problem falls under.
(Appropriate categories: Getting along with the boss, communication)?

STATEMENT

(before brainstorming)

Now that we have identified and uvaivated Kim's problem, let us now try to brainstorm what
some of the other possible sources are which one could use for problem identification, and also see

whether any of these would help Kim in further identifying the problem with the buss. There should be
no criticism or evaluation of ideas no matter how wild or far out they may seem. The most important thing we are looking for is quantity. Remember, there are two categories of sources of information. ( I) people, such as co-workers, and (2) places or things, such as a personnel office or,

company procedural manual.

LECTURETTE NO. 2

Note to the instructor:

Thi3 lecturette may be presented as is or it may be expanded
or further developed as you see fit.

Since we have a list of possible sources Kim can use for problem identification, let us now

look at each one in terms of its worth for identifying his/her problem. In other fwords, what. one
source can do that the others cannot.
When we are looking at a particalar source (be it a person or a place), we Can evaluate it
'from two standpoints: accessibility and value.

(1) Accessibility. For eNample, you have a problem that needs to be identified and you know
that your old school instructor would know the answer, but. F.e is out of town for the rest of the .
week and you need to have the problem identified in the next day or so. Obyiously, this is a good
source, but not accessible for your needs.
There are physical and attitudinal aspects of accessibility. We are familiar with the condition

that s. neune is not physically accessible. the boss is out of town, his secretary is out to lunch, the
boss' assistant is in conference, and where are you? You are in a jam, holding the bag, because you
need information now and cannot get it.

But v 'nat about attitudinal accessibility? You may know whom to a4c and what to ask that
person, but y ou do not du it becauk y ou feel uncomfortable aboe t approaching him/her. You are
are afraid to ask the boss, you do not %%ant to start anything with one of your colleagues, or give

the group something to gossip about. You may not ask a colleague for help because that person
is from a different social group, and you do not think that,he or she can Understand your problems.
You may not go to the union reprikritative because you do not want to,get involved with controversial matter. You may avoid aski- the boss 'secretary about the boss' policies because you do not

want to seem sneaky. Thus, some
m.iy seem psychologically inaccessr,

-ces of information may be physically accessible, but they
.ecause of your own attitude regarding those sources.

7:;
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(2) Value. How valuable is the inforrnationthat We can get from a particular sour( e? A coworker may 11,

v

information for Nom problem, but the boss may be able to give Null more

valuable information about it if he is doser to the problem. We should try to go to the best source
that c an give us the most valuable information. The value of the information is determined by

urn v and utility. We need information that is au urate because false information may lead us
,(,tray and «mfuse the problem rather than clarify it. Information must also biS useful for our purposes. It will be of no use to find out that your jot, is in jeopardy unless you also find out why.

Thus, the value of the source depends on how correct and useful the information is.
IAA us look back at the Lase of Kim and his:her problem with the boss. We have listed several
additional sources whic

Kim could eunsider other than the cu- workers from whom he,'she gathered

iillormation during the role-play ing exercise. Now, we must evaluate the worth of each of these
Noun es iv terms of value and accessibility in order to determine which ones would be the best,
-,ourc es fur Kim to use in diagnosing his,'her problem. For this evaluation, we will use an Ink,r-

'nation Sources Rating Scale (show transparency).

LECTURETTE NO. 3

Note to the instruc tor.

This lecturet.te may be presented as is,or it may be e:spanded

or further developed as you see fit.

Nuts that we have identified some information sources for problem identification, we sec

that It is out orilv important to have information, but it is also important to know that different
sour( es t an do different things fur different people, and different sources can have different values

lor difleient people. For example, look at the situation of Kim and the boss.
In ordei to help Kim understand I he boss' behavior, the, best source of information vvuuId be
have

Ilm puss. It Kim t urd have talked 1, the boss, the information that he:she rig met! w

had a dilierent c,,ilue than the opinions received from the co-w,q1,er.

For example, Kim

have stopped gathering information after talking with the boss and probabIN would have had a

}lter understanding ol all the diiterent elements

in the pri-

Also he -.h.,

1%, Ul1111 !Mt

11(11.(' hall to consider w holier the int urination receivod was valid or
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Other considerations one should consider or possible reasons for selecting information sources
follow:
1.

Attitude: Both yours and that of the information source. You may not like your
co-worker or he/she may not like or.get along with you, and this attitude could affect
the information given, or the way it is received.

2.

Peer Pressure. You may not want to get information from one of the older co- workers
or bosses because of what yOur friends may say.

3.

The Ability to Communicate with Someone: Thinking that you are not educated_ enough,
you are unwilling to talk to the "big man."

4.
5.

Rejection: You are afraid to ask questions for fear of being rejected.
Peiception,of 13.
(how you see it): You don't waft to ask the stock boy any questions
because you do not think he is high erfough in the chain of command and, therefore, you
do not believe he knows what he is talking about.

6.

Trust and Politics: You are uncertain who will tell you the truth and who will gala from
giving you certain information.

8t
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CASE STUDY: MARY MARTIN

Mary is a new anployee who has recently graduated from high school and this is her first job.
Mary has been working with this

pany for about a month and a half and has recently heard

'rumors about a posiible layoff/Mary has been talking to a number of her co-workers and has heard
the old rumor about "last hired, first fired" and this has disturbed her a great deal. She has also read
in the newspaper that a number of similar companies have been laying off a number of their workers.
She is worried about all of this because she is planning to buy a n:-.w

and some other expensive

items. Obviously, she is somewhat concerned and upset because of the rumors and the possibility
of being laid off.
Recently she had a discussion v!ith .ier floor supervisor but nothing concrete was revealed. The

following weekend she overheard her next-door neighbor, who works in a different department of
the same company, discussing with her husband the possibility of her being laid off. At any rate,
Mary went ahead and decided to look at a new car. While she was talking to the salesperson, she

happened to mention the_ possibility of being laid off The salesperson told her not to worry about
these kinds of rumors because you heat them all the time.

Next Monday, Mary wont to her cdmpany's credit union '3 apply ;ora loan to buy her new
car. When she explained her concern with the possibility of a layoff to the secretary, the secretary
suggested that Mary go to Ed Armstrong in the personnel office. By now, Mary had considered going

to the district manager's office loci ted downtown, but due to her working hours, she could not get
downtown before the main office closed.

Obviously Marr 's quite preoccupied with her concerns and needs some help. Putting yourself
in Mary's place, what would you do?

INFORMATION SOURCES RATING SCALE

Using the case study of Mary Martin for reference, evaluate the following sources of information in terms of their accessibility and value for IVIary's problem.
Definitions
Accessibility

2.

Is this source easily accessible for immediate problem identification?
(e.g., easy to get to or reach).

Value of Source.

Is this source able to provide you with information for prob-.
iem identification even if it is not accessible; value means worth.

Ranking

After rating each source, Please write the numoer "1 next to your choice of the best source
of information and "2" next to your second best choice.
YOU ARE TO TAKE ALL VARIABLES (ACCESSIBILITY; VALUE) INTO ACCOUNT WHEN
DETERMINING RANKING.
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INFORMATION SOURCES R "TING SCALE (ISRS)
Value of Source

(please cheek oiie)

Source of Information

Accessibility
(ye.,)
(no)

Very
Useful

Co-worker

Supervisor

Newspaper

Neighbors

Salesperson

Secretary

Ed Armstrong

District Manager's Office

Others (not in story)

Safety Manual

Employment Office

Dancing Instructor

Union Representative
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Average
Usefulness

Least
Useful

Ranking

(top 2)

INFORMATION SOURCES.RATING SCALE (ISRS)

Instructor's Key

(suggested answers)

Value of Source

(please cluck one)
Source of Inferimition

Co-Ns orker

At ce,sibility
(no)

((-.)

\'ery
1 INef til

Averdge
Usefulness

\/

SupeRisor

Least
Useful

Ranking

(top 2)
2

V

(suggested)

vi

(:-.iggested)

2

Neuspaper

Neighbors

Salesperson

\

Secretdry

v

(

V

v/

Ed Armstrong

\,

N.,

1

Distri.: ,'.I,tnaLfer's ( if t,. ,

Other, (not in st(r\ )
Safety M nti,11

,

N./

.,

dip

tamp! ,', Inc tit ()1::, r

ti/

.

,,,,

Ddri( 1 r",; In,1 ruil.;,1

livion Repro.,;ent, tR,

/
N.,
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Note to the instructor.

This statement may be presented as is or it may be expanded
or further developed as you see fit.

i

Now that we have completed all of the exercises on information
, scurces for problem identifi-

Lawn, we see that for any given problem there is a need to seek idormation. The important thing

to remember is that you should always try to stop and ask yourself when you have a problem: (1)
Have I identified the problem, (!. j Do I need some more information, and (3) Have I evaluated the

information and the sources from which the information was obtained?

l

4
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OUTLINE

(Step I of the Five -Stela Problem Solving Approach)

Steps:

1.

"DIAGNOSING THE PROBLEM

2.

Generating Solutions

3.

Evaluating Solutions

4.

Chooging Solutions

5.

Testing th Solution

We have now worked through all the important pirts (sub-steps) of DIAGNOSINGTHE
PROBLEM. The parts of sub-parts included
e some problems. commonly known as.job adjustment
Part (A). to generate a list and de.
problems encountered in the transition froth school to work;
Part (B). to detect situation or events that show job adjustment problems develOping or de.
veloped, to assure proper problem diagnosis;

Part (C). to identify the causes and symptoms of a job ldjusiment problem to assure proper
problem diagnosis; and

Part (D). to seek the proper kind and amount of informatiOn for further problem identification.
All of these parts (sub-steps) are used to help*y-ou properly diagnose any jab adjustment problems. Now that you have properly diagoosed what the problem is you will move on to step 2 of
the five-step approach.

8
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SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES FOR P7EP I
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METHODS SHEET FOR SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISE

1.

At this point, the instructor may ask each student to develop his/her own work entry
or job adjustment problem into a form of a case study.
Students will be asked to think and write about an actual problem each may have had
on either a part-time or full-time job.

3.

If some students have had no work experience, ask them to relate a problem they may
have had at school with a teacher or counselor or a problem they may have had at home.

4.

Students can be referred to their student outlines or student guide WEJAP categories
to help them consider possible problems.

5.

Have students go through all 3 phases of problem identification with their own problems:
early detection and proper diagnosis, causes and symptoms, and information sources.

6.

If students Lave difficult!, in sharil,,.; their own problems, form small groups of student%

and ask each group to select a problem they wish to deal with for the remainder of the
course. This should be d real problem that actually happened to one Member of the
group.

STEP II
GENERATING SOLUTIONS
Page

Lecturette No. 1

98

"Like it or :iot, here it is!" problem sheets

99

-

Lecturette No. 2
'-Discussion Questions

101

102

Concluding Statement

103

Outline (Step 2 of the Five-Step Problem Solving Approach)

105

Supplementary Resourc6s for Step I!
Methods Sheet for Supi)lemetrdiry Exercise

109

.raj
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STEP II

GENERATING SOLUTIONS

The intent of this step is to generate an extensive ro:,nber of icleas or solutions to a problem
and to process the results of the brainstorming F.:ssion in terms ,)f i.,oals for dptirnum problem solutions.

Criterk n Objective II

Students will correctly apply each step of the five -step problem solving approach for solving work entry and job adjustment problems.
Enabling Objective

At the conclusion of this unit, students will:
1.

Generate at least two possible solutions to a given work entry or job adjustment problem.

2.

Select at least one appropriate goal fora solution to a work entry or job
adjustment problem.

3.

Identify the purpose of generating solutions to a work entry or job adjustment
problem.

gramlpSize

Large groupi, will be broken down into small groups of approximately
six each.
aRSOUTeri:

,

,

L.

Paper and pencil for each group'

2.

Chalkboaed and chalk

3.,

Lectiirette No. 1 (p. 98)

4.

Student Guides

9i

..,
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5.

Lecturette No. I (p. 101)

6.

Discussion Questions (p. 102)

7..

Concludilig Statement (p. 103)

8.

Outline of the five-step problem solving approach (p. 105)

9.

Supplementary Resources (p. 107ff)
,4!)

Methods:

Approximate time required - forty minutes
1.

Groups of approximately six

2.

The instructor asks groups to fom small circles with their chairs and asks the
porter to record every idea geneated by the group.

3,

The instructor then reads Lecturette No. 1.

4.

are formed, each group is asked to select a reporter.
.

The instructor selects at least one of the possible problem situations to work !on and
each group as to which page of the Student Guide to use (pp. 99-100).
More
than
,Morethan one story may be used in combination in which case select either 1 and 2,
1 and 4, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, any 3 or all 4 stories.

NOTE:

Discussion questions may be used here or after any of the folb;4ing points.

5.

When ready to begin, the instructor emphasizes the ground rules as follows. There
will be no criticism or evaluation during the brainstorming portiOn of the exercise;
far out ideas are encouraged as they may trigger more practical ideas for others, and
quantity is the most important emphasis at this point (ten minutes).

6.

The instructor noN:v.reads Lectyrette No. 2.

7.

The instructor
the groups that the ban on evaluation has ! en lifted and that they
are now to compare their ideas about soluti6ns and their wills to come up with the
"best" solutions. This is really an informal approach to evaluation but Will sere as
an introduction to the following sections on evaluating and choosing-.solutions (ten
minutes).

8.

If there is any time remaining, the instructor will ask everyone to return to one large
group. With the reporters acting as spokespersons for the groups, the instructor will
list all of their ideas on the board All participants are then asked to work together
to combine ideas.

9

The instructor will read the concluding statement. on p. 103 unless the Supplementary
Resources are used in which case the statement will be read at the conclusion of the
aOpendicized rescorces (two minutes).

NOTE: Disc ussion jestions may he used here.
97
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LECTURETTE NO. 1

Note to the'instructor:

This lectureJe may be presented as is or it may be expanded
or further developed as you see fit.

is

:.

The purpose of this exercise isi to have you come up with as many possible solutions to a,given

problem as y ou (.4n. Do not worry about whether the solution you think of is too far out; it may
trigger other ideas by other people. .fit the beginning, state as many ideas as you can think of, we

will worry about how they work later. Quantity is the most important thing.
For example, Ms. Bar(lot,decides that her take-home pay (money) ) is ot,enough to pay all of
her bills. Possible solutions are as follows:
.

.

-

(1)

Getting a better mitt job;

(2)

Asking her boss for a raise;

(3)

Working overtime;

(4)

liefusing.to pay anv bills.

ri
'

.

Obviously', some of these solutions a:e bt,tter than others but if you had stopped to talk about
.

the first solution, yowmight not have thoucl:t of any of the others listed.
All the information you need to gont nae solutions is in the story even though all the details
are nut spelled out completely . Deal vritl J-.e problems in any and 01 ways that you (an. You are

here only to generate solutions, no critic isn or evaluation of ideas is allowed as this time.

0 '.s,
..;

..,
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"LIKE IT OR NOT, HERE IT IS!"

1.

-

You are a' newly hired clerk in a depc.rtment store.. You, have ? headache. but it istiime for your
out. Three customers approach you at the same
half hour lunch break.so things should
time; two of them seem to be in a hurry. Your cash register hzs not been working properly.
You have your salesbook, pad, pencil, iind telephone to use. 1 ow word(' you handle the situation?

NOTE.

The basic problem here is to dec de what to du about the customers, usine, the information
you have in the story its well as any other' material you feel important in solving the
problem. The job adjusciiii,t problem in the story involves both new roles as well as prior
work experience. Other categories may also apply but these are the two principle categories.

2.

You have been in the secretarial pool of the Brown and Williams Corporation for the past nine
months. During this time you have been assigned to a number of executive.; for brief periods
4,.:!l known. More and more
of time and your shorthand and typing ability have become
frequently the higher level private secretaries and executives ask for you by name. Finally, you
are as igned to two offices and can be 'Jazzed from either office. Unfortunately, you cannot
contact the offices so all communications go only one way. Nevertheless, you do your job
very efficiently and are happy with your work. Just after you begin your second year with the
company you learn you will be promoted to become a private secretary to Mr. Barnes,
one of the most active executives in the cornoany.. In this position, you will have the oppor
tunity to meet the many people who see Mr. Barnes each day. You will answer the telephone
and have two-way communication with youvsupervisor.

The third day of y our new job produces a variety of problems. A "Mr. Jones" calls for your
buss (at least that is what you think he said his name was) and you p'ut him through just as a
young man walks into your office and momentarily distra( is you. Unfortunately, "Mr. Jones"
was actually "Mr. Johnson" whom your boss was trying to avoid. Mr. Barnes becomes
very upset and tells you about it over the intercom, warning you that you had better
screen incoming calls more thoroughly in the future. You then remember the impatient
young man waiting to see Mr. Barnes, but you cannot remember his name and whether
you even asked him his purpose fur seeing Mr. Barnes. What can you do to avoid these
situations in the future?
NOTE.

There are tws, problems here. The first one is a lack of experience in handling communications from someone else to your boss and from your boss to other people (two-way' communication). The set md problem is your lack of organization. The first obviously
involves the job adjustment category of communication while the second involves Work
habits.

}I
q9

3.

You are a gas station attendant and the only person on duty when a customer drives in and
whenever he comes to a complete stop. He says he was just
tells you his car con nt.' *11%
barely able to make it. to v our station before the car seemed to quit entirely. You know how
to start wolk-;hg on his problem but when y ou go .to the too; box, you find it -locked. Your
boss has the key, :nit he is out of town. There is another station across the street but the
customer does not like to ,lo business with that .:ompany. . As y ou are trying to decide what
tr) do, three more-cars pull in to get gas. What. happens now?

NOTE.

4.

The problem here is one of time. l'he met hanical work must be attended to as well as
service to the other customers. 1 he problem categories here are work habits as well as
work rules and standards.

You ha., been working as a nurse's aide at General hospital or about a year and have been
quite happy with your job. Your immediate supervisor, Mrs. Vermillion, has been pleased with
your conscientious attitude but a little disappointed with 3, our increasingly frequent absences.
Yoer nine -year old son gets home from school about 3.30 in the afternoon just about the same
time you must be at the hospital. Occasionally, Boar son has been picked up fOr loitering and
returned home by the polite. You work until 11.30 p.m. and must continue your employment
in order to support y ourself and y our soi. You are afraid of trouble with the juvenile authorities, are concerned ror the buy 's welf..re, and are worred about your own absenteeism. What
can you do?

NOTE.

The problem here is situational. The scheduling of y our hours to allow y ou to do an adequate job as well as supervising your son's at tivities is most important. The problem atehere are attitudes and values, work Labits, work rules and standards, and
gone,
family and personal situational adjustment.
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LECTURETTE NO. 2

Note to the instructor:

This lecturette may be presented as is, or it may be expanded
or further developed as ydu see fit.

In order to determine whether or not a solution to a problem is successful, it will be necessary
to decide what changes you want in your work FAtu3tion. The particular changes you are trying
to produce should be the ideal or most desirable goals for your solution. For example, Ms. Bardot's

goal was to be able to ivy her bills. After you have attempted to solve the problem, compare the
actual results of the solution with your goals.

.

In the "like it or not, here it is!" stories, you were given some experience in generating

,

possible alterpative solutions. At this time, we would like you to refer to those solutions and consider some goals y ou would like to see achieved! The practice you are getting now is only a warm-up
for your own jobs the future.

Go back to the case studies you considered and discuss two to three goals you believe hig:ily
desirable in the particular problem given.

1
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

t

(during or after the generation of solutions)

Note to the instructor:

The following questions are only suggestions. Fee free to expand
or include questions of your own.
..+4

4

1.

Is it possible for a given solution to be very desirable but not workable? Why or why not?

In the story of the newly hired departme.it store clerk, it may be most desirable to take care
of all the customers before going to lunch. However, if you are selling stoves and refrigerators,
it may take from a half hour to an hour to deal with one customer. Therefore, this solution
is not very workable.
2.

Among the suggestions of possible solutions are generally some information sources which may
lead to solutions but which are not solutions themselves. What are some of the information
sources suggested? How may they lead to actual solutions?

3.

In the evaluation phase of this exercise, one important thing to stres.; is realism of implementing
a particular solution. Given any one of the solutions, consider whether it is possible to put it
tcruse. What are some probl"ms that may be encountered in putting it to use?

4.

Of what value is the setting of goals? How many goals should you set up for a given problem?

97
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Note to the instructor:

This statement may be presented as is, or it may be expanded
or further developed as you see fit.

While considering what your accomplishments in this particular step were, try to keep them

in perspective. You initially diagnosed your problem and then were asked to generate some alternate solutions and to develop goals against which you will eventually measure thesesolutions. Fre-

quently, it seems, people skip the diagnostic step and begin to try out whatever solution occurs to
them. With your new-found ability to consider the range of possible solutions to a particulnr job
adjustment problem (after precisely identifying what the problem is), you will be effective in
4

evem.dally solving that problem.

In summary, try to think of the many different possible solutions before trying to proceed

with your problem; then you will be ready to try the next step of the problem solving approach
evaluation.

9b
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OUTLINE

(Step 2 of the Five-Step Problem Solving Approach)

'1

STEPS:

1.

Diagnosing the Problem

2.

GENERATING SOLUTIONS
=

3.

Evaluating Solutions

4.

Choosing Solutions

5.

Testing the Solution

3

You have now worked through the two important phases of GENERATING SOLUTIONS:
Part (A):

generating an extensive biumber.of alternative solutions to a work entry or job
adjustment problem; and,

Part (B):

establishing goals for the most desirable solution to a job'adjustment problern.

'

d
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METHODS SHEET FOR SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES

if the supplementary exercise for Step I was used, proceed with thn following:
1.

Students will return to their own individual case studies or to the group case studies developed
at the end of Step I.

2.

Students will then generate, in writing as individuals or as a group, as many possible solutions
to the problems as time permits.

3.

Volume of ideas, not solutions, should be encouraged at this point.
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STEPS III & IV
EVALUATING AND CHOOSING SOLUTIONS

Pa e
Evaluating and Choosing Solutions

11

Typical Boom Arrangement

115

Lecturette: Evaluating Solutions

117

Instructor's Code4Sheet

119

'Case Study No. 1: Kurt Adams

.

:

1 f'o

121

Solutions - 1

123

Feasibility and Usefulness Rating Scale

125

Solution Ranking Scale

126

Information Sheets

127

Instructor's Code Sheet

137

Case Study No. 2: Joe Chamberlain

139

Solutions - 2

141

Feasibility and Usefulness Rating Scale

143

Solution Ranking Scale

144

Information Sheets

145

Discussion Questions

153

Concluding Statement

154

Outline (Steps 111 & IV of Five-Step Problem Solving Approach)

155

Supplementary Resources for Steps HI & IV

.

Methods Sheet for Supplementary Exercise
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STEPS III & IV
EVALUATING AND CHOOSING SOLUTIONS

The intent of this step will to have students describe and list available sources of information necessary to implement a given solution to a problem. Students will also be able to rank given
solutions and choose a solution in terms of workability and n.efulness.
Criterion Objective II
Students w".111 correctly apply each step of the five-step problem solving approach for solv-

ing work entry and job adjustment problems.
Enabling Objectives

At the conclusion of this unit, students will:
1.

Identify the two considerations for seeking sources of information for solution evaluation.
Identify the two considerations necessary in choosing a solution to a given problem.

3.

Determine the workability and usefulness of at least two solutions to a work entry
or job adjustnient problem in a given case study.

4.

Select from a list the reason information is sought after problem solutions have
been generated.

Group Size
The entire class
Resources
1.

Diagram of a typical room arrangement, (p. 115)

2.

"In-basket" information sheets (pp. 127-136, 145-152)

3.

"Information stationer cards

4.

Student Guides

5.

Solution sets (3per group, pp. 123- 124,141 -142)

103
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6. Solution Ranking Sc'ale (SRS) for each reporter (p. 126 or 144)
7. Workability and Usefulness Rating Scale (WURS) for each student (small group

form, p. 125 or p. 143)
8. Lecturette on evaluating solutions (p. 117-118)

9. Discussion Questions (p. 153)

10. Concluding Statementlp. 154)
11. Outline of the.five-step problem solving approach (p. 155)

Evaluation

The instructor will have each student put his/her name on the solutions and WURS
forms while reporters will write their group number and the names of group members on
the consensus form. The instructor will then collect these forms for evaluation. Sufficient achievement of the enabling objective is indicated when at least 75 percent of the
class list at least three appropriate sources of information on their solutions forms, correctly rank the top two choices on their WURS fornis, and state on the back of the WURS
two reasons for the first-choice solution which include at least one reference to the workability and usefulness'of that solution (five minutes).

a

a

Methods
Phase I:

Approximate time required - forty minutes

1.

Students will be separated intp groups of six to nine and form small circles
witlftheir chairs or desks.

2.

Each group will select a reporter to record on the Solution Ranking Scale (SRS)
pp. 126, 144 the solution rankings for the group (five minutes).

3.

The instructor will explain the process of the exercise by reading the lecturette
with the students (ten minutes).

4.

Each group will be asked to read one of the two case studies on p. 121 or
p. 139 of their Student Guide.

NOTE:

It is recommended that four groups be formed if at all possible. However,
two groups may be used with one group dealing with one case study while
the other group deals with the second. If there are only two groups, they
may also be divided into small groups of three or four each.

A typical arrangement might be as follows:
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GROUP NUMBER

CASE STUDY

SOLUTION SET

1

Kurt Adams

A, B, C

2

Joe Chamberlain

A, B, C

3

Joe Chamberlain

F

4

Kftit Adams

D, E,F

4s.

5.

Each member will select his/her first, second, and third choices for the three
solutions given andistate on the back of the'WURS form two reasons for the
first-choice solution (ten minutes).
A.

6.

Each group will then be asked to come to a consensus (not a majority vote)
on their three solutions as to rank (ten minutes).

NOTE:

If student progress is to be evaluated, the instructor will now turn back
to the Evaluation section for the appropriate methOds.

Phase H: Approximate time required - forty minutes

,

1.

The instructor will return to students the forms that, were collected the previous day (five minutes).

2.

Both groups (all 12) having the same case study will be asked to gee together,
discuss, evaluate, and defend their choices of solutions and rank theM froth
one to six on the large group Solution Ranking Scale (SRS) - (fifteen minutes).

3.

The discussion questions will be used to facilitate student interaction at this
point (fifteen minutes).

4.

The instructor will read the concluding statement and discuss if necessary the
outline of the five-step problem solving approach unless the alternate resources
are used, in which case the statement will be read at the conclusion of the appendicized materials (fife minutes).
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TYPICAL R

M ARRANGEMENT

IX
I

VIII
1

Instructor's Desk

II

4

VII

NJ

NJ
VI

Ill

NJ
NJ
IV

LEGEND:

r..1
I
II
III
IV
V

VI

VII
VIII
IX

NOTE:

V

= desks or chairs with appropriate information sheets
= separate stacks of information sheets
Information Station Signs and Appropriate Information
Newspaper office - Fairwoods, Ga. clipping; Newbury clipping
Procedure manual - Procedure Manual and Introduction
Secretary's office - Sarah Stevens; memo Jan. 28; Sally Higgins
V. P.'s office - memo Jan. 31; memo Jan. 15
School - Teacher/Principal Dialogue
Supervisor's office - Senior Supervisor William Boyd; Terry Willis; Earl Donovan
Psychologist's office - Psychologist; memo Mar. 11
Home Dialogue with 3 boys; Joe and wife
Neighbor - Neighbors

This diagram is not drawn to scale and is only meant to give a general repreSentation of
- a room arrangement.
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LECTURETTE

EVALUATING SOLUTIONS

Note to the instructor:

This lecturette may be presented as it is of further developed
as you see fit. Since it is no longer than usual, the students
should read with the instructor.

/

In the next exercise, you will be evaluating and choosing solutions for a given problem. You
will receive a case study and three possible solutions for solving the problem presented in the case

study. A number of information sources have been placed around the room. At each station you
will be able to choose certain pieces of paper containing information. Some information will apply

to your problem and your solutions, and some will not. Your group is to read your ploblem thoroughly and decide upon the*ources of information that may be helpful in evaluating your three
solutions. Using the blank lines between each solution, list the possible "sources," assign group

members to various-stations. After reading the information, the members will return to the group.
Decide which information is important, and return to the group with that information (you may
take the paper containing the information back to the group). Keep in mind that sorm information
will apply to your problem and some will not. You must select and evaluate the information to the
best of your ability.

,

%

\

When you have returned to your group, you will evaluate together each solution using the
.

information obtained from the sonrces and will then rank your firstikedond, and third choices in
terms of workability and usefulness. Record your ratings on the Workability and Usefulness Rating
Scale (WURS) that each of you has. In other words, now that you have generated a number of

solutions for the problem, we want you to evaluate the worth of each solution. Each .,olution should
be considered seriously regardless of how silly it may sound.

In a real situation, after you have generated a number of possible solutions for a particular
problem, you will usually fin0 d that, simply by stopping to consider them, you will be able to.
eliminate just about all of the useless ones while retaining two or three that may be the most work-

able and useful for you, It is with these two or three solutions that you will begin evaluation in a
formal or systematic way.
401,

1 0 1-'
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As you no doubt have noticed, two new terma have been introduced that are quite important
when considering the evaluation of solutions.' The first term,is workability. With your.,..situation and

and your personality, is it possible for you to carry out the particular solution? Some questions may
help you determine workability: Do my work environment and emotional makeup allow me to do
what the solution calls for? Do I have the time? Will the people involved cooperate? Will I need

any money? Will the solution involve transportation? Is there transportation available? Am I.the
type of person who can carry out the solution?

/

The other thing to consider when evaluating a solution is usefulness. Here, you may want to
ask'yourself: How useful will this solution be for correcting my problem? Will the solution solve
the whole problem? Will it only paqially solve the problem, only temporarily keeping the problem
from becoming worse, for me or /someone else?

You will want to pick the solution that best meets the goals you have set up for changing the

,

situation. You will be fa d with a lot of different kinds of problems both on and off the job,
.

but the solutions you c oose to correct these problems can all be evaluated by considering these two
terms: the workability of the solution, and the usefulness of the solution for solving your problem.
To review,/here is what we want you to do:
1.

While in your group, decide which Information Itation it may be important to go to.

2.

Go to the various information stations around the room.

13.

Collect any and all information you feel may apply to your three solutions.

4.

Return to your group.

5.

Evaluate your solutions in terms of workability and usefulness for correcting this
problem.

Remember, everyone in your gruup has pod ideas; therefore, do not simply take a vote on how to
rank solutions but try to reach zn agreement on ranking them. You wilt be much further ahead if
you attempt to reach a consensus (agreement] or all of your choices. Good hunting!

1

,
1 0 :-)
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INSTRUCTOR'S CODE SHEET

Case Study No. 1: Kurt Adams

Solution

Applicable Information Sources

Implications

//

A

Supervisor's Office (Senior Supervisor William Boyd)

Negative

B

None

,Negative

C

Secretary's Office (Sarah Stevens)

.,

Positive

.
*

D

Vice President's Office (Memorandum - Jan. 31, 1974)

E

Secretary's Office (Memorandum -Jan. 28, 1974)

F

Procedure Manual

Negative

.1

Positive
Negatiye
.,..

NOTE:

i

Fair Woods, Ge-n.gia, newspaper clipping applies to all solutions inithis case study.
-At

The following information sources provide irrelevant information or have yery low
applicability.
This sheet may serve as a key to solution ranking as the more appropriate (top ranking)
solutions are those whose .ttpplicable information sources carry positive implications.

CASE STUDY NO. 1: KURT ADAMS

Kurt; Alms has been with Apex Industries for the last seven iionths in a-very good position.
.

,

.

.

%

list,recently, he was transferred to the Atlanta district office as head of the marketiin and, retailing
diVisiOic
AlfliougkKurt hasgood plans for increasing the efficiency and pr6ductivity of hissle Part,...
a
-,M;e4,theic,:leis
beginning to feel,uncornfortable#1 his position.
His problem is,catiSed,.bY a
io
A

.1

.

laCk,of'caiiMiunication with Al his staff members except his senior supervisor froin-WhOm,he has
A.,

.received complete cooperation. In order not to offend or alienate themorkers in his',dePart,Ment,,
.

4.-

'Iiiii'S hesitated to try the new approaches and better methods of organization he feels are
:needed.

L.

.

t.,1

.f

SOLUTIONS -1

(Use lines to indicate information sources necessary to implement each solution)
-Possible solution A:

Kurt calls a total staff meeting to get to know his staff members.

Possible solution B:

Kurt does nothing and continues to run things the way they have beeri
run.

Possible solution C-

Kurt has his secretary type a memo concerning the new office procedures,
rules, and regulations and has it distributed to the staff members.

A.

-

Possible solution 1):

Kurt selects two or thrPe staff members whom he likes and places them
in positions of authority.

Possible solution E.

Kurt allows the department to run the way it has been and works the
changes in gradually.

Possible solution F:

his supepisors with his plans and his dilemma. Ile asks
Kurt approac
them to set p his procedures for him, making it seem that the procedures
are 6eing Dplemented from higher levels of adminiStration.

01,

0,
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WORKABILITY AND USEFULNESS RATING SCALE (WURS)

(Small grobp form)

To Do: \

,1.
2.

3.

\

While in your groups, decide which information station may be important to to to.

iGo to the various inforniation stations around the room.

\ollect any and all information you feel may apply to your three solutions.

4.

Rturn to your group.

5.

Evaluate your solutions in terms of workability and usefulness for correcting this problem.

I)

Definitions:
I.

Workability

With the physical situation and the personality of the character involved,
is it pOssible for the solution to be carried out?

2.

Usefulness.

The degree (most to least) to which the solution will correct the problem.
.

Ranking:

After rating each source, ple, e write the number "1 next to your choice of the best solution, a "2" next to your second I est choice, and a "3" next to your third best choice. Please
keep both workability and usef Iness in mind when determining your rankings.
Usefulness

Solution.

(n ))

(yes)

Rank

(please check one)

Workabili y

most

average

least

(1 2, ,(A. 3),

;

.

.

e

/

//

cs

\

\

SOLUTION RANKING SCALE (SKS)

(Large group consensus firm)

Ranking:

Please write a "1" nexCto the group's choice of the best solution, a "2" next to the second
best choice, and so on through the first six solutions. Keep both workability and usefulness in
mini! when ranking and try to come to a group agreement based on the same reasons you selected
for your first set of rankings.

oonmon,

Ltankung L.L Lnrougn co)

A

,

.

..

B
.

C

ON.
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_

.

.
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NEWSPAPER CLIPPING

Fair Woods, Georgia, January 19
It was learned today that a diVision of
Apex Industries will be laying off 3040% of their workforce. President of
Apex, orAce Martin, indicated that
this was a direct result of cutbacks in
government spending. This will mean,
apinimum of 320 people in Fair Woods
'and the surrounding communities will be
without jobs. No immediate prospects
for rehiring will occur, a company spokesman said. 'However, a number of the emP
ployees who could be affected were interviewed with some surprising results.

One employee indicated he felt the
company had mismanaged its funds and
would be forced to lay off its workers
because of it. Another man felt that
enough changes could be made to keep
the employees on the job.
.

-Anther company spokesman
stated that a new mail had been transferred to. the Atlanta district office and
he hopeck that the policies instituted by
this man should swing the scales in favor
of the employees. What happens next
will depend on which moves are made
first and by whom.''
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PROCEDURE MANUAL
INTRODUCTION

In this book of general guidelines, you will find a variety of company rules and policies. All
of them have been deireloped over many years of trial and error. That is not to say that they are
flawless or are to be followed exactly under all sets of circumstances. Indeekthere will be many
times when your own judgment and experience will be your best guide. However, all procedures
were designed with the idea of utilizing all resources maximally with a minimum of effort by all
concerned. If you use this book with these ideas in mind, you will help communication, production,
and each other.

I

c
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Procedure Manual
2-17-72
page three

Rule 11-b.

Staff/Supervisory Procedures

No higher level supervisorshall.initiate procedures and policies that were not
formulated and implemented at the appropriate sub-level. The only exception to
this rule shall be that which concerns overall company pOlicy and directions which
shall be initiated only at top management level.

4
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SECRETARY - SARAH STEVENS

Responsibilities:

Standard secretarial duties such as typing, filing, answering the phone, and
so forth.

Sarah is quite efficient and has never complained when put under pressure to complete extra
duties or stay late. As a result, many people have corm.: to depend on her reliability and performance. Her ability as a typist is unquestioned and she handles dictation very well.

a-
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:

January 28, 1974

TO:

All Staff

FROM:

Kurt B. Adams

DISTRIBUTION:

SUBJECT:
O

1 am pleased to be here and am looking forward to working closely with you. Over the next
few months I will be working !.ard to orient myself to the goals and procedures that have been
used in the past. I hope to be able to make some relevant suggestions at various times in the future.

11 9
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SECRETARY - SALLY HIGGINS

Responsibilities:

Receptionist, typing, and filing.

Sally is a person who enjoys getting involved in a variety of activities including the office bowling league as well,as community affairs such as volunteer work at the Red Cross. Often, she can be
found in the coffee break room or chatting with one of the other secretaries. She likes the companyshe works for but does not like her specific duties as a secretary because she does not like to file
and type.
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MEMORANDUM

(i7/ /1

DATE:

TO:
FROM.

AW71,04LJ)

iealvt

DISTRIBUTION:

W 422

Ses.

SUBJECT:

awici
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SENIOR SUPERVISOR - WILLIAM BOYD

Responsibilities:

Organizes, conducts, and supervises all staff f unctions.

Bill has been with the company for fourteer. years and very conscientious. He knows his
job well and is aware of the functions, strengths, and weaknesses of the staff. He has the authority
to stop production in order to have a staff development meeting. He is usually always available for
staff problems on Wednesdays and Thursdays from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.; however, it generally takes a
month or two to set up a meeting.

12
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SUPERVISOR - EARL DONOVAN

Responsibilities:

Oversees company operations.

Earl has a motto hanging above his desk that states:
"NO PROBLEM TOO BIG,
NO PROBLEM TOO SMALL, WE' HANDLE THEM ALL."

lie enjoys working hard and likes to have the people Underhim do the same thing. In a
recent'review and evaluation he was quite pleased to learn that his section was rated' very high
on efficiency.
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MEMORANDUM

4
DATE:

January 15, 1974

TO:

All Staff

FROM:

J. Perman, Vice President

SUBJECT:

Comparly Layoffs

DISTRIBUTION:

,

Due to cutbacks in government spending we anticipate a temporary reduction in our workforce of about 30-40 percent. However we will have a new man coming from Columbus, Ohio,
who should be very helpful in preventing and/or alleviating this potential problem. We will do
all in our power to make this reduction as tempbrary as possible.
4

fts
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INSTRUCTOR'S CODE SHEET

Case Study No. 2: Joe Chamberlain

m.

Solution

Applicable Information'Sources

Implications

A

Supervisor's Office (Terry Willis)

Positive

B

Supervisor's Office (Terry Willis)

Positive

School (Teacher/principal dialogue)

Positive

C

Home (Dialogue with three boys)

Negative

D

Neighbors

Neutral

E

Newspa'per (Newbury)

Negative

Home (Joe and wife)

Positive

NOTE:

"

The following information sources provide irrelevant information or have very low
applicability:

.

Psychologist
- Memorandum - March 1,1, 1974

This sheet may serve as a key to solution ranking as the more appropriate (top ranking)
solutions are those whose applicable information sources carry positive implications.
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CASE STUDY NO. 2: JOE CHAMBERLAIN

Joe has had his job in a bakery for eight or nine years. 1His duties there are to prepare the
4,3 final phase Of the baking process and to make sure the ovens are in good working order. Although
he has-done well in his job, he'is faced with an overwhelming problem.

His 13-Yearold son has been having some sort of trouble at school, and4during the past three
months Joe has been called to the pho,ne periodically concerning the boy's unruly behavior;
On occasion, it has eveli been necessary for Joe to. leave his job and go to the,school.to!get his son.
obviouslY; this matter has Created trouble at work as well as with his wife and theschoOl.

a concerned individualworried both about-his job and his child's education. He feels the school
and the teaching staff are good but he is unable to understand the problem his sorOas been having.
Joe's supervisor is understanding about the situation and believes Joe has a legitimate reason
for being away from his job. However, he realizes that when Joe leaves, a large part of the operation

stops. Lately, Joe has noticed that his supervisor seems dissatisfied with him. He would like to
correct the situation at work and at his son's school What should he do?
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SO LUTIO1C1- 2

(Use lines for any notes you may want to make)

.

Possible solution A:

Joe can switch to the night shift so he will be home during the daytime.

Possible-solution B:

Joe can take a day off work in order to meet with the school psychologist,
teacher, and/or principal.

..

,

.PosSible solution C:

Joe can talk with his son to try to learn the cause of the pniblem.
c

,

.N.

r
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Possible solution D:

Joe can talk with his neighbors whose children are,in the same class-.
room to see what they suggest.

Possible solution E:

Joe can have his son attend a different school.

Possible solution F:

Joe can try to speiTdnfoiielime with his son to work out their differences.

12
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WORKABILITY AND USEFULNESS RATING SCALE (WURS)

(Small group form)

To Do:

_

1.

While in your groups, decide which information station it may be important to go to.

'2.

Go to the various information stations around the room.

3.

Collect any and all information you feel may apply to your three solutions.

4.

Return to your group.

5.

Evaluate your solutions in terms of workability and usefulness for correcting this problem.

Definitions:
'1.

Workability:

With the physical situation and the personality of the character involved,
is it possible for the solution to be carried out?

2.

Usefulness:

The degree (most to least) to which the solution will correct the problem.

Ranking:

After rating each source, please write the number "1" next to your choice of the best solution,
a "2" to your second best choice, and a "3" next to your third best choice. Please keep' both
workability and usefulness in mind when deterMining your rankings.
.

.

Solution

Workability
(yes) (no)

.

Usefulness

Most

(please checkone)
Average
Least

.

b.
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Rank
(1, 2, or 3)

SOLUTION RANKING SCALE (SRS)

(Large group consensus form)

Ratio:
Please write a "1" next to the group's choice of the best solution, a "2" next to the second
best choice, and so, on through the first six solutions. Keep both workability and usefulness in
mind when ranking-a)id try, to come up to a group agreement based on the same reasons you
selected for your firs' t set of rankings.
itanicing k i tnrougn Di

Solution
;

Vr

.

A

B
,

C

,

D

E

F

1441

PSYCHOLOGIST

.

Ever since Ralph l3ernardo came to Newbury six months ago he has seen struck by the seeming lack of consideration given to his position by both administrators and parents. When he was
first introduced at the PM meeting he was greeted with something less than an et thusiastic response. Ralph is very eager, though, to become involied with people and wishes people would use
his office to its capacity.
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MEMORANDUM

t^

DATE:

March 11, 1974'

TO:

Ralph Bernardo,-Psychologist

FROM:

DISTRIBUTION:

Maude Sanford, Principal

40*

.1

SUBJECT:

Discipline

We are very glad to have you here at the school and look forward to utilizing your background
and experience.

I want to take this opportunity to make you aware of certain minor discipline problems among
some of our young men. I have met with a number of teachers and it has been suggested that we
organize some imrent, teacher!pf4 hologistlprIncipal conferences and we won! hope that _you will
attend whenever possible.
I will be available if ou want to examine or discuss any pertinent student, information prior
to these scheduled meetings. If y ou have any questions or comments please feel free to t ontct me
at any time.

b
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SUPERVISOR - TERRY WILLIS

Responsibilities:

1,

Staff and duty assignments, and operation supervision.

Terry is the type of supervisor who must have everything running smoothly, and he is willing to
make compromises to keep things that way. He is an easy going type of guy who likes to let his
staff work through their own problems and will generally accept all suggestions if they do not conflict with compsny policy. As a result, he continually makes changes in time schedules and staff
.

respcinsibilities.

Terry is a family man with three teen-age boys, and he is very concerned about dividing his
time tally between his work and his family. He also encourages the same kind of involvement on
the part of his workers and will usually make any changes to help his staff establish wholesome family/
work relationships.
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-NEWSPAPER CLIPPING

Newbury, September 28
Many of the local schools today were
closed while teachers and administrators
met with the local school board to determine the future of a variety of school
policies. Among the policies under con sideration are the following:

*Whether or not the two local high
schools and junior high schools
should be incorporated into one large school.
*Whether or not Andrew School
District would be changed to the
new reading program which underwent testing all last year.

*If interschool transfers would be
permitted duffing mid-year.
Debate on the first issue will probably not be resolved until it is known
whether the proposed school bond issue
will be passed by the voting public next
month. The new reading program, it is
expected, will be implemented -bY next
fall and interschool, midterm transfers,
will probably not be allowed until other
decisions now pending before the school
board become resolved.
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NEIGHBORS

Often after work, the neighbors in the community get together over a beer or a cup of coffee
to talk About their common interest:: and their families. Joe enjoys getting together with his friends
and since he has been having some problems with his son he has come to depend upon some advice
and help from his neighbors.
Frank and Sally, who live next door to Joe, have a boy in-the same classroom as Joe's son.
Recently, their son told them that Joe's son, Billy, likes to hang around the schoolyard after .
school picking on the younger children. Billy sayS he dosen't have to be home until his dad comes
home around 5:30 p.m. since he has nothing to dO, till then.

Al and Sue have lived next door to Jot for quite some time. They believe in strict discipline
for their children. Not long ago their youngest daughter who is in the same class as Joe's son stayed
--late after school and did not call her parents. They were worried and called the school only to find
out that she was trying out for the school play. As a result, they kept her home from school the
next day and punished her by rot allowing her to be in the play. Al and Sue suggested to Joe that
he be more strict with his son in the future.
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SCHOOL

.1`

Principal:

How is it-going?

Teacher:

Not too bad; the students really act interested. But I am still having discipline problems with those same three boys.

Principal:

Are you making any: heh 'way on identifying the problem?

Teacher:

Yes, I think we can get through to them but I really need some parental support.

Principal:

Have you tried, to contact them? Have you explained the problem to them?

'reacher:

Everytime we have to send them home we call the parents and try to explain.Wliat
is happening. A couple of the parents seem concerned but they don't respond.
One of The boy's fathers said that he would be willing to cooperate but has a lot of
difficulty getting over here during the day because of his work schedule. Of course
my problem is that I am in class all day long this year.

Principal:

If that father is willing to come over, I can get another teacher to substitute for one
of your classes and all three of us could meet here in my office. What do you think?

Teacher:

Well, OK; let us see if we can work that out.,

Principal:

What about the other two?

'reacher.

I think it may be an influence kind of thing. If we can get the ringleader, I think we
may solve all the problems.

Principal.

You know, sometimes it is really d'fficult to deal with these parents. You remember
when we had Lo send that one student home last week, the parents turned around
and kept her out of school the next day. I just don't know sometimes.

Teacher:

Me either. Well, let's give it a try anyway.

Principal:

Sounds good.

'reacher:

I've giit to go to class. See you later, and thanks.
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.

HOME
,......,
1

Setting:

Joe and his wife have.just finished _dinner.

Honey, I think we need to get closer to our children and become more involved
with their interests.
What d6 you mean?

Joe:

Joe's wife.

,-

Joey has mentioned a number of times that his friends and their fathers always go
to baseball games together.

Maybe you are right. I.wouldklike to take Joey-out more often. Anyway, it may
help us communicate better and I might not feel as though I have to pressure him
about his school work so much.
Ir
O.K., Honey: HOw about another cup of coffee?.
/.

.

V.

I

,t

/

/

sO
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te

HOME

Setting:

-

Three boys talking together in the recreation room.

1st boy:

Man, you 'dudes are really lucky! I've got four sisters at home and I never get anything I want.

2nd boy:

Yeah, I hear you. I always have to wash my own clothes and do the dishes. This
dude here is the one who has got it made. Ie is always getting sent home early
from school and he never has tc be home until 5:30. Man, you're really lucky.

3rd boy:

It ain't so nice. My old Ian is always lecturing me about cleaning up and studying.
I just can't talk to him at all. I just tune him out all the time.

L

2

t.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
fi

Note to the instructor:

The following list of questions are only suggestions. Feel free to expand
or include questions of your own.

1.

Describe a problem situation in which you might have been able to try all the possible alternative
solutions.

2.

Do you feel thatall of the alternative solutions were considered in the particular problem you
worjced on? If not,rdescribe others not considered.

3.

In evaluating your solutions, do you feel the right kind of information was available? What
are some other kinds of information you could have used? What are some of the other places
or people you could have gone to get information for evaluating solutions?

4.

Identify the Work Entry or Job Adjustment Problem category in the Kurt Adams Case Study.
(SUGGESTED: Geographic/Occupational Mobility, Communication, New Roles)

5.

Identify the work entry or job adjustment problem category in the Joe Chamberlain Case
Study. (SUGGESTED: Attitudes and Values, Family and Personal Situational Adjustment,
Work Rules and Standards)

13b
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT
00

Note to the instructor:

This statement may be presented as is, or it may he further

expanded or further developed as you see fit.

Our purpose in involving you in this type of exercise was to make you realize the necessity.
of going to as mail}, different sources of information as possible whenever you are trying to evalu-

ate your solutions. In real life, you will often be required to go to a variety of information sources,
but do not let this stop or e,!en slowyou down when you face a probleT. It is your"job and
your future that may be on the line in a given work entry or job adjustment problem situation so
evaluate your alternative solutions carefully. Then, and only then, will you be ready to make
choice as to which solution you should try.

a

OUTLINE

(Steps III & IV of Five-Step Problem Solving Approach)

STEPS:

1.

Diagnosing the Problem

2.

Generating Solutions

3.

EVALUATING SOLUTIONS

4.

CHOOSING SOLUTIONS

5.

Testing the Solutions

You have now worked through three important aspect,s of EVALUATING AND CHOOSING
SOLUTIONS:

Part (A).

recognizing the information and sources needed to implement a given solution
to a job adjustment problem

Part(13).

evaluating information and sources in terms of workability and usefulness for
_solving a job adjustment problem

Part (C):

choosing The most workable and useful solution for se!ving a job adjustment

pr blcm.
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SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES FOR STEPS III & IV

A

1.4., 2
157

METHODS SHEET FOR SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISE

Supplementary Exercise:

Approximate time required - fifteen minutes
1.

Students will refer to their own mini-case studies that began in a supplementary

exercise in Step I and will rank their own.top two or three solutions in terms of
workability and usefulness.

7
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STEP V

TESTING SOLUTIONS
Page

.

Testing Solutions Lecturette

165

Care Study No. 1: Bertha

167

Discussion Questions - 1

169

Recycling Lecturette

171

Case Study No. 2: Eva

172

Discussion Questions - 2

175

Recycling Flowchart

177

Concluding Statement

179

Outline (Step 5 of Five-Step Problem Solving Approach)

181

Steps 1 through,5 Lecturette

182

Evaluation for Step V

183

Supplementary Resources for Step V

193

Methods Sheet for Supplementary Exercises

195

Case Study No. 3: Eric

197

Discussion Questions - 3

199

Case Study No. 4: Timothy

201

Discussion Questions - 4

903

Case Study No. 5: Mike

205
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1222.

Discussion Questions - 5

207

Case Study No. 6: Tom

209

Discussion Questions - 6

211

Evaluation Section for Supplementary Exercises

213

Case Study Evaluation Forms

215

Checklist (Steps 1 through 5)

218
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STEP V

TESTING SOLUTIONS

The intent of this step twill be to expose the students to the process of comparing the results
of an attempted solution with goals established previously and to determine whether a solution
has succeeded or failed. Also, students will be able to recycle through the problem solving process
when it has been determined that an attempted solution. has failed.
Criterion Objective II
Students will correctly apply each step of the five-step problem solving approach for solving work entry and job adjustment problems.
Enabling Objectives

At the conclusionpf.elisunit, students will:
1.

Select from a list, the reason for recycling a problem.

2.

Determine whether or not a given solution to a given case study has-successfull 1- Pt
its goal and. if not, to where the problem should be recycled.

Croup Size
The entire class
Resources
1.

Student Guides for all students

2.

Validating Lectttrettep. 165-166)

3.

Discussion Question 1 (p. 169) and Discussion Question - 2 (p. 175)

I.

Concluding Statement (p. 179)

5.

Outline of the five-step problem solving approach (p. 181)

6.

Evaluation Resource (Flo Evans' Case Study) (pp. 185-186)

7.

Supplementary Resources (p. 193ff)
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Evaluation

All students will receive a cops of the Flo Evans' Case Studs awl response materials
(p. 185). The students will read the case studs and the questions on L.,e sheets provided.
After the completion of the assignment, the instruc for will collet t the case studie, and
use them to evaluate each student's achievement of the enabling objectives. Instructor
may hand out the Results of Flo's Choices (p. 191) for students to compare with their
answers. Sufficient achievement of the enablhig objective will be indicated if the class
achieves at least 75 percent correct responses.
Methods
)

Phase I..Apdroximate time required - forty minutes
1.

The instructor presents the Validating Lecturette (ten minutes).

2.

Each student works on Case Study No. 1 (p. 167 of the Student Guide) - (five
minutes).

3.

The instructor lead a discussion, using discussion questions 1, on the problem
depicted in the ease study. The instructor describes how to compare the given
goals with the results of the attempted solution to determine whether the solution was successful (five minutes).

4.

If desired, instruc for presents the Recycling Lecturette and shows the Recycling
Transparencies (five minutes).

5.

Each student works on Case Study No. 2 (p. 172 of the Student Guide) - (five
minutes).

6.

The instructor and (lass discuss the problem described in the case study, using
discussion questions - 2, and they consider whether or not the solution has
failed and how the problem-solving approach ;nay be recycled (five minutes).

7.

The instructor reviews the concepts of recycling by referrring to the recycling
flowchart (p. 177 of the Student Guide) if necessary (five minutes).

8.

The instructor presents the concluding statement and the Steps 1 through 5
Lecturette on p. 182. An outline of the fivestep problem solving approach
is provided on p. 181 of the Student Guide (five minutes).
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VALIDATING LECTURETTE

"-Note- to the instructor:

_

.

This lecturette may be presented as is or further
developed as you see fit.

v

In the previous exercises, you have been shown how a prableth can be diagnosed. Also, You
have considered a range of possible solutions, established goals for a successful solution, evaluated

your solutions, and chosen one Now, we want you to think about what happens if your solution
If-YOUt Solution has not worked, your problem is still a problem:

If; in-trying out your solution, some of the symptoms disappear, the solution may have been

.partially successful. However, the solution may not have eliminated the cause of Iheprobiem. To
determine whether a solution has succeeded or failed, you must compare the goals, you established

in Step II with the results of the solution to see whether your goals havebeen met.
For example, if Jeanette's work area is too cold and she wants the temperature raised 5°, a 5°1,4

temperature rise will be her go and it will not be reached until the room temperature goes up

exactly 5° IF the temperature goes up only 3°, her problem will be only partially solved. She may
decide to accept this partial solution and wear a warmer sweater or she may attempt an alternative

solution in order to reach her goal. In other words validation is the act of comparinelhe results
produced by a solution with the results desired after the problem was diagnosed.
Another approach is to examine the causes and symptoms of the problem identified in diagnos-

ing the problem. Suppose in Jeanette's case that the cause of the problem is a company policy to
keep the temperature at 6641, and her symptoms are sniffling and shivering. She may decide that the
'appropriate goal forher is not to raise the office temperature, but to stop sniffling and shivering.
In this instance, the caufe of the problem is company policy and may be beyond her control.
A successful solution then will not be to change the room temperature but to wear heavier clothing.
This will probably reduce the symptoms of her problem, sniffling and shivering, and achieve the

criterion Jeanette has set for her solution To check fur the success of a solution in this case, all
that is necessary is to see whether the symptoms have been reduced or eliminated and/or the
causes corrected.

Later you will find out how to recycle through the five-step problem solving approach if your

first solution is unsuccessful. Before.you do that, however, try the following exercises to see whether
165
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you understand hoW to compare the results of solutions with pre-established goals. In each exercise
a worker has a problem which he:she attempts to solve: You are given the goals for successful

solufionsn the first e7.erciie; they tire written into the case study. Your task is to compare these
goals with the results of tqe worker's solution and decide whether the solution succeeded or failed.

Try to put yourseif in the pOsition df the worker and imagine what you would do to validate the

solution to the problem. Good luck!
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CASE STUDY NO. 1: BERTHA

Bertha sells Fingerfig Soap door-to-door. She has many old, familiar customers with whom
egets along ;well. Recently, however, the company has put pressure on Bertha to increase her
es;4)_keep up with the other salespeople in the company and in competing companies, ,bertha,
to,use the aggressive hard sell approach. She is a meek person who would- rather let
her Odstonleis convince themselves about a product.
:Faced _with the problem of.quickly increasing sales or losing her franchise, Berthasentoiledin
Atrairiing:Prograni hoping to change her character and improVe her effectiveness as a saletWoinan.,
e,OotirsesuCcessfUlly changed Be. ha's character. She is now as aggressive and hardnosed as,any
She has tripled the number of new`customers she usually gets_lh a month.- 7
i
her competitors.
fifOrttnately, she has lost all her old customers and cannot keep her new ones for long. Her net
.Sates are about-the same as they were before she enrolled in the program.

Coals
.

List the goals that a successful solution to this problem should achieve. (You may have fewer
than three goals.)
1.

3.

Validation

Was.Ber4ija's solution completely successful according to your goals?

'

. ".

.

Was Bertha's solutilp-partolly successful?
_

(yes or no)

.
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(yes or no)

12*:
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS - 1

4
,

Which Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problem (WEJAP) categories may' be invorved in Case
Study No. 1?
7

Suggested categories:

Attitudes and values, work habits, self-image, work rules, prior
work -experience.

2.

What goals might be appropriate for Case Study No. 1?
----Suggested goals:

I.

Increased sales

2.

Keeping old customers and adding new ones

/

3.

3.

.

Successful selling technique in keeping with her t wn character.

What was the solution suggested in Case Study No. 1?

Suggested answer

Bertha enrolled in a training program to change her own character
and make her a more effective saleswoman.

What were the consequences of the solution in Case Study No. 1?

Suggsted answer

Bertha changed her character and became an aggressive saleswoman.

She acquired new customers fast but she could not retn them for
.long.
5.

Did the solution succeed or fail?

The solution failed. Bertha has not met most of her goals. She added new customers
but she failed to keep her old customers, and her net ,ales have not increased.

169
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RECYCLING LECTURETTE

Note to the instructor:

This lecturette may be presented as it is or further
developed as you see fit.

When you decide that a solution to your problem has succeeded, then your problem is solved

according to your goals and there is nothing more for you to do about the problem. However, if
you decide that the solution has failed, then you must,not stop here, but must recycle through the
problem solving process.to find but what went wrong and how to correct the error. Yoti must return

to some earlier step in the problem solving sequence and revise that step in order to come up with

.a solution that Will ucceed.
- You may decide that you selected the wrong solution because you diagnosed the problem incorrectly' . Then you will return to Step I to diagnose the problem more carefully. You may den ee

that your goals for,a successful solution were unrealistic, a goal you couid never reach. The.t you

will return to Step II to set new goals for a successful so1 4ion. You may decide that you made a
mistake in rating and ranking (evaluating) the 'carious solutions or that you did not consider enough

solutions. Then you must return to Step II to generate new solutions or return to Step II to recheck
your method of cornparihg solutions.

Therefore, when you compare the results of an attempted solution with your goals and decide

that the solution has failed, you must try to fird out why it failed, what you did wrong in the problem solving approach. (Refer to Recycling Flowchart on p. 177 of

Student Guide.)

Next you will deal with one case study. In this study, a worker has attempted a solution to
a work problem. The results of the worker's solution, however, indicate that the attempted soh:-

tion has failed. Therefore, the worker must decide what to do next. Your task is to decide to which
step in the Problem solving approach the worker should return in order to recycle through the
approach and determine a more effective solution.
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CASE STUDY NO. 2: EVA

Eva lives thiity miles from work. There is no mass transportation between her home and the
County Hospital where she works as a dietician. Eva has been driving to work every day, but she
gets only twelve miles to the gallon and cannot afford to fill her gas tank three times a week.
Eva has considered hitch-hiking. However, even though she lives in a safe area with a low
crime rate, Eva feels that if she hitch'-hikes sixty miles every day, her chances of getting into a
dangerous situation will be greatly increased. Eva does not want to sell her house and there are no
other jobs nearer her home for which Eva is qualified. As a solution to her problem, Eva finally
decides to rent her house and take an apartment near the County Hospital.

The family who rent Eva's house do not take good care of it and they are not happy living in
Eva's hometown. The family and Eva agree to terminate tOe lease. Now Eva's house is empty,
:Vie !ding no income. Nevertheless, Eva must pay the taxes and basic utilities for the house, as well
as the rent, for her apartment.
One day, Eva learns that two nurses who work at the County Hospital also live in Eva's hometown. The nurses say they have formed a car pool in order to cut their driving expenses in half.
They are willing to have Eva join their group. Eva feels'she can't do that because of a one-year lease
when she signed on renting her apartment. Eva wishes she had considered joining a car pool before
deciding to rent the apartment.

Goals
1.

Getting to work as inexpensively as possible.

2.

Not incurring extra personal expenses because of the job.
.71

Validation

In respec t to the above goals, did Eva's solution to her commuting problem succeed?
(yes or no)

Recycling

if you think Eva's solution failed, check the step to which Eva should return in the problem
solving approach:

)
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Step I. Diagnosing the Problem.,

Step IL Generating Solutions.
;:.

,

...
.'7.

..-7..;

Step II. Establishing Goals.

Elti

'.:

Steps III & IV. Eyaluating andd

Choosing
a Solution.
Sli

Explain briefly why you think Eva should return to this step.
..
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS - 2
,
Which Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problem (WWAP) categories may be involved in
Case Study No. 2?
o

Suggested categories:

geographic mobility, family and personal situational adjustment.

2.

The goals are already given to you in Case Study No. 2, i.e., (1) getting toovork as inexpensively
as possible, and (2) not incurring extra personal expenses because of the job.

3.

What was Eva's solution and what were the consequences of her solution?
Suggested answer:

4.

Eva leased her house and rented an apartment near her work.
Because the family to whom Eva leased her house moved out.
Eva now had no income from the house but still had to pay the
bills on the house and rent for her apartment.

Validation:

Did Eva's solution succeed or fail?

Her solutio' `ailed because even though commuting costs were lower (goal No. It,
she incurred extra personal expenses because of her job (goal No. 2).
5.

Recycling'

'l'o which step in the problem solving approach should Eva return to try to solve her
commuting problem?

Eva should return to Step II to generate more solutions. One solution she had nut
even considered befor.? is the car pool.

1.5 5.
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Note to the instructor:
7-,

This statement may be presented as is, or it may be expanded
or further developed as you see fit.

You have just read two case studies about workers with problems at work. You read about
the ways in which the workers attempted to solve their problems and the consequences resulting

from these attempted solutions.
You were asked to decide whether or not the workers' solutions were successful. To do this,
you compared the consequences of each attempted solution with the goals for a successful solution

to:the problem. This is called VALIDATING the attempted solution. If you decided that the
attempted solution had succeeded in meeting these goals and so'ving the problem, then you con-

e

eluded that no further action should be taken by the worker regarding the problem, because it had
,

been solved. If you decided that the attempted solution had failed to meet the goals, then you conclu,ded that the problem had not been solved, and that the worker should return to some earlier
step in the problem solving approach, continuing to recycle through the approach unitl a solution
succeeded in meeting the goals and correcting the problem.

t
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OUTLINE

Note to the instructor:

This statement may be presented as is, or it may be expanded
or further developed as you see fit.
(Step 5 of Five-Step Problem Solving Approach)

STEPS:

1.

Diagnosing the Problem.

2.

Generating Solutions.

3.

Evaluating Solutions.

4.

Choos;ng a Solution.

5.

TESTING THE SOLUTION.

In step 5, the last step of the problem solving approach, VALIDATING THE SOLUTION, you
have learned:
1.

How to decide whether an attempted solution has succeeded or failed by comparing
the results of the solution with the goals for a successful solution.

2.

If failure occurs, how to determine which part of the five-step process to recycle to in
order to solve the problem.
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STFPS 1 THROUGH 5
LECTURETTE
S

Note to the instructor.

This lecturette may be presented as is, or the concluding portion of the
filmstrip "Problems on the Jub" may be used at this time.

Complete Review and Application
1.

Step 1 involves correctly clianosirgi the problem which means that you must identify the problem, look at the chain of causes and symptoms, and seek possible information sources. Why
is this so important as the first step in solving a problem?

2.

Step 2 involves generating as many possible solutions as you can. What are some things that
could limit the number of solutions?
Example;

If you lack adequate training in a specific skill (the problem), there may be
only one or two places that offer the necessary training (the solution).

3.

Step 3 involves evaluating solutions in which it is necessary to see whether or not the solutions
can be carried out and exactly how useful they will be if accomplished. How would you chi
this on the job?

4.

Step 4 involves choosing a solution that is likely to solve the problem. If your first three steps
have been done carefully, this fourth step will follow as a direct result of the first three. Sometimes, more than one solution can be chosen. What will help you decide which one to choose?
Example:

5.

Case of implementation, usefulness, accessibility of material necessary to
implement the solution, and so forth

Step 5 *nvolves testing that the solution(s) you have chosen are adequate to solve the problem.
flow wll you check this out?
Example.

Direct observation, asking friends or co-workers, comparing results with
goals, and so forth.

In considering any problem, you can use this approach effectively if you know what each step
means. To illustrate what we mean, we would like you to take a look at a case study and see whether
you can take a problem through all five steps. We know each of you will approach the problem differently because each of you is a different indRidual. We think you will agree, however, that the
important thing is to solve the problem, and one of the fastest and easiest ways is to use this five
step approach yon have been practicing.
182
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FLO EVANS' CASE STUDY

Flo Evans, who has been living with her mother and an aunt during her high school days. is
about to graduate from high school. Her family has been very strict with her, not allowing' her to
participate in school extracurricular activities like the other girls her age. As a result she has become
shy and retiring. Her mother's constant reminder that she is not capable of doing things adds to her
lack of confidence.
Because Flo is graduating next month, she is quite anxious to find a job and to get out cm her
own. Since she has never worked before, she has had no experience in seeking a job. Recently Flo
saw a list of jobs sent over from the State Employment Service posted outside her counselor's office.
On the list was a job notice for a sales clerk at a women's boutique in which she was especially
interested. To her it seemed like a very glamorous and exciting kind of job. Flo wrote doivn the
address and phone number and that after Loon called to make an appointment, for an interview.
The following day after school, Flo went to her interview with enthusiasm. When she got to the
boutique the manager told her to have a seat, that she would be with her in a few minutes. While
she was waiting she observed the other sales girls at wcak. It seemed quite interesting. However,
she noticed that the sales girls were all outgoing people. She began to feel uncomfortable and very
nervous before the manager returned. In a few minutes the manager returned with a complicated
application form and Earl her to complete it. While she was filling it out she became very frustrated
because she did not know how to answer many of the questions and it seemed to her that sire was
leaving a lot of the application blank. When the manager returned she had Flo step into her offic e
for an interview. During the course of the interview, it became quite apparent to the manager tact
Flo was nervous and shy about answering questions. The interview was concluded, and the manaor
informed Flo that she would contact her in the near future.
On the wily home after the interview she bumped into one of her classmates and confided to
her that she was not too happy about the interview. her friend suggested that she was just tun
quiet and that she needed to talk more about herself and her abilities. By next week, though Hu
had not received any word from the manager of the boutique, she overheard some girls talking in
the hallway One of the girls said that she had applied for a job at the boutique and had been
accepted. Af, ler hearing this Flo became very disappointed and dissatisfied and began to question
her abilities even more. One of her teachers;noticing that Flo was behaving rather strangely, tried
to talk to her about it but was unable to find out what the problem was. Ilowever, he did suggest
that she visit the counselor, talk to her mother or minister, or to someone at least. The teacher
happened to mention Flu's apparent unhappiness to the counselor and later that day Flu received a
note to come to the counselor's office.

what

Flo went to the counselor's office and very reluctantly discussed the job situation as well as
happened when she went for her interview. liming known Flo for a number of years,
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the sc hoof counselor suggested a variety of things that might help her find a job in the future. One
suggestion,was to go to the State Employ rent Service and apply for a number of jobs in order to
gain experience in interviewing for a job. A second was to go to the library fur help on job interviewing, testing, and filling Out applications. The third possibility was to investigate various tee hni( al schools in the area that would prepare her for a specific kind of job. In addition to these suggestions the counselor set up a series of four weekly meetings to talk with Ho, hoping to bring her
out of her shell and make her more outgoing. Finally, the counselor gave her three short articles
to read about self development which he hoped would help l!er. If you were Ho, what would you

do'

t
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FLO EVANS' CASE STUDY FORMS
1.

Identify Flo's problem(s)

IL

(List the) Causes

ILL. Symptoms

1871 6 3

IV.

Information Sources (for problem Identification)

V.

Possible Alternative Solutions

VI.

Net essary int ormation sourk tr., for solution evaluation and implementation (e.g., people and
placeF)

VII. Rank solutions in terms of workability and usefulness.
.

Usefulness

Feasibility,
I

VIII.

Solution

Yes

No

High

List the goals the most desirable solutions should receive.

i

...

,

1):-)

Medium

Low

,,

4,

IX. Choose a solution(s) (If you were Flo)

%

State reasons for your choices)

*

.

,.
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THE RESULTS OF FLO'S CHOICES

In Flo's situation, there are two problems. ( I) her shy manner and lack of self-confidence,
and (2) her lack of experienee in job interviewing and test taking. Flu had a number of suggestions
for poSsible solutions-to her problems. For her first problem she had three possible solutions for
helping her become a more outgoing person. (1) a series of weekly meetings.with the counselor,
(2) some reading material about self-development and (3) libr.,., books dealing with se! development.
In evaluating these solutions, Flo decided that she would gu to the four weekly meetings with the
counselor and also that she would Lead the material given to her. Both of these solutions seemed
workable and useful. For Flo's second problem, she had three possible solutions: (1) going to the
state employment service and apply ing for a number of jobs in order to gain experience in interviewing for a job; (2) going to the Iiizary for books on job interviewing and test taking, and (3) going to
various technical schools in the area that would prepare her for a specific kind of job. In evaluating
these solutions for her second problem, Flo decided that she would go the s.ate employment service and apply for a number of jobs. This solution seemed workable-and useful to Flo. The goals
she developed for herself involved becoming more outgoing and improving he, interviewing and test
takitig skills.

As it turned out, Flu did in fact choose the first two solutions for her first problela She did
in fact go to the four weekly meetings and she read the three short articles. As a result of re iding
and going to_the meetings, Flu felt that she had a better understanding of herself and was d mu-e
outgoing person. Iiowever, she had not y et been able to have any actual experience in becoming
outgoing person. For Fur's second problem, she went to the state employ ment service and enrolled
in a short training firogram that consisted of inter v ing and test taking. Upon completion of
the program,.Flo applied for a job at a neighborhood grocery store and was accepted. Flu likes
her job and seems to be doing pretty well, yet she feels that she is still a little,shy btit hopes to
overcome this problem in the future.
In a case sue h as Flo's where she had two problems, she ir hose her solutions, evaluated them,
and then implemented them. Flu made two choices based on her goals fur a successful solution
and followed throughwith them. The solution of taking a training program on interviev.-ing and
test taking to get a job proved very positive. Flu did succeed in her training and in getting a job.
fler second solution to -help her be one. a more outgoing person has seemed to work to some extent.
lowever, Flo still feels that she needs more time and more experien«. Note that at any gn en lune,
a solution can work very well. it may work only partially, or. in some situations, it may nut viork at
all. Whatever happens however, in order to find out whether a proposed solution will sot e a problem.
it is still necessary to evaluate, choose, and implement that solution o, ,olutions.
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SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES FOR STEP V

P
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METHODS SHEET FOR SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

Supplementary Exercise 1:

Approximate time required - forty minutes
1.

Each student completes Case Study No. 3 (five minutes).

2.

The instructor leads a discussion; using discussion question's - 3 on the problem depicted
in the case study. The instructor describes how to compare the given goals with the
results of the attempted solution to determine whether the solution was successful (five
minutes).

3.

Repeat Steps 1 and 2, p. 187, from Case Study No. 3 using Case Study No. 4 andsliscussion
questions - 4 (ten minutes).

4.

Repeat Steps 1 and 2, p. 187, from Case Study No. 3 using Case Study No. 5 and discussion '
questions - 5 (ten minutes).

5.

Each student completes Case Study No. 6 (five minutes).

6.

The instructor and class discuss the problem described in the case study, using discussion
questions - 6, and they consider whether or not the solution has failed and how the
problem-solving approach may be recycled (five Minutes).

Supplementary Exercise 2. (To be used only if the Supplemental Exercise "Students' own- minicase studies" were completed in Steps HI & IV):

Approximate time required - forty minutes
1.

The instruct nr will pass out the Case Study Evr.luation Forms (p. 215) and ask that the
students use them to complete Step 5 of their own mini-case studies from the Supplementary Exercises from Steps III and IV. (Refer students to the checklist on p. 218 of the
Student Guide) - (five minutes).
.

2

The students will attempt to validate their choice of a solution by comparing it with their
goals (five minutes).

."

'

,

3:

If the solution is nut valid, the students wilt recycle the problem solving approach to the
appropriate step (based on the questions on the diagram on p. 175 of the Student Guide)
(twenty minutes).
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Evaluation:
1.

2.

Evaluation will be carried out by hm.ng studel exchan e their case studies with a classmate and each will assess whether or not the fiveat approach was used correctly (refer
uide) - (ten minutes).
students to the checklist on p. 218 of the Stud
If the Supplemental Exercise (students' own ini-case studies) were not completed, theinstructor can use the Introductory filmstrip "Problems on the Job" to assess the degree
to which the students understand. the five-step Iroblem solving approach.

1.
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'ASE STUDY NO. 3: ERIC

Eric is in charge of a large supply room for an office building which serves as a tenter for four
different conipahies loc, ten 'n the building. The place is usually busy with people coming and going,
obtaining new supplies, returnog borrowed equipment, and having equipment repaired. Because
no formal organization has ever been established in the supply room, Eric is the only person who
knows where anything is.
When Eric caught the flu last winter and was out for three days, the supply room was in chaos.
People from all the companies were fumbling around trying to find what they needed. No records
Were kept of who was taking what items, so stocks got dangerously low.

The companies using the supply r torn decided to get together to try to solve the supply room
problem. First, they' set their goals. They decided on what changes would have to,occur if the
' problem waslo be solved. Thr fr !lowing are the goals, which the companies decided on. to have
-more than one competent employee available to take charge of the supply room; to have supply
records kept up-to-date: to have a formal organization of the supply room familiar to all the
companies using it.
When Eric returned to work, he was asked to write down the complete organization of the
suppl room and ,o use tliis as a manual for thoroughly training all personne! working with him so
that they would all bee ime familiar with the supply room organization. Copies of this manual were
to be sent to all companies in the office building.
,

Last week, Eric went on his annual vacation. His assistant, Chris, immedjately took charge of
the supply room. Sin Eric had taught Chris the complete organization Chris kept things running
smoothly Ile kept the supply room records up-to-date, and because all the companies using the
supply room were Wow familiar with its organization, no supply shortages occuiled and no one had
trouble getting needed supplies because of had organization.

'-

Unfortunate' , the supph, room had on hand onIN ont. orking typewriter be,:ause the other
three were taken in for repairs y esterday.. Chris also had trouble filling requests ror erasers becai.,e
of a local strike by truckers during the past two weeks had interrupted the delivery of office
supplies_ FinallvIwyuse the bond paper had betne too expensive, Chris had to substitute coarse
recycled writing paper ID place of the high-grade bond requested by the companies.
Goals

What were the goals that. the om panics des RINI a -an cessful solution to Ibis problem should

achieve''. (Thereiii,iy be ewer than three )
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1.

2.

3.

Wat. the companies' solution successfuldid it achieve the goals?

t.

(yes or no).

/

1

,a
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS - 3

1.

Which Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problem (WEJAP) categories may be involved in Case
Study No. 3?
Suggested categories:

2.

work habits, communication, automation and changing
technology, work rules.

What goals might be appropriate for Case Study No. 3?
Suggested goals:

3.

To have more than one competent employee available to take charge of the
supply room

2.

To have supply records kept up-to-date

3.

To have a formal organization of the supply room familiar to all the companies
using it

What wa.s the solution suggested in Case Study No. 3?
Sug

4.

1.

led answer:

What were the consequences of the solution in Case Study No. 3?
Suggested answer:

5.

Eric should write down the complete organization of the supply
room and should use it as a training manual for all employees
worki:ig with him. Eric should also send copies of this manual
to all companies in the office building.

Eric's assistant, Chris, was able to take immediate charge of the
supply room, no supply shortages occurred because of bad
organization, and everyone was able to find what he/she needed
from among available supplies.

Did the solution succeed or fail?
Thf solution succeeded. All eriter:.i4 were met. Other problems have arisen and supply
shortageF are occurring, but these are not related to the original problem of bad supply
room organization.
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CASE STUDY NO. 4: TIMOTHY

At the Pop Beverage Factory, Timothy is employed as an interviewer in the personnel office.
his job requires that he get along well with people and treat everyone with courtesy and consideration. Timothy is from a large urban area, however, and the Pop Beverage Factory is located in thc
back hills of a farm state. During the past year Tirothy has found it hard to deal fairly with the
people he interviews. They are all rural people, wholtave less formal education and sophistication
than Timothy's acquaintances in the "big city." Many of the job applicants find it difficult to pass
the entrance exams the company gives, and few of the applicants come, to the inteririew as Timothy
expects them to well-groomed and dressed in suits or dresses. Furthermore, Timothy cannot understand their regional spee( h or quaint mannerisms. lie is aware that his lack of respect for these
people is apparent to them and interfering with his own attempts to be tolerant and fair in his interviews.

Timol hy applies for .1 transfer to a metropolitan area, but irk the meantime he tries to change
his altitude toward the local rural people. His goals arc to be tolerant and fair in his inters iews, and
to learn to respect the people interviewed.

To ,n «miplish these goals, Timothy decides to learn more about the local people and their
culture. Ile at tc nds a «Aintry music festival, reads some books on the history and sociology of the
region, subscribes to lot al newspapers and magazines, and visits many of thL:humes of the people
he works with.

Ina short time, Timothy becomes popular with the people and he derelops many friendships
with h his bosses at the factory. These friends try to convince Timothy to stay on. When Pop
Beverage offers Timoth v a raise to remain at the rural factory, Timothy decides to stay. Timothy
still has nut ( hanged his attitude toward the local people, but with his new friends and raise in par,
he is content with his job.
Criteria

11'hat ware the goals that 1 'finally (IA ided to achieve fur a suc( essful solution to this problem

(there mar he more than three)"

3,
.

Was Timothr '-, solution stir( ess1111 did it achieve the goals"

( ves or no)
o
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS - 4

1.

Which Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problem (WEJAP) categories may be involved in
Case Study No. 4?

?r

Suggested categories:

2.

attitudes and values, communication, new roles, interview and
test-taking, geographic mobility, educational preparation and
job placement, career planning, occupational aspirations and
job expectations, and prejudice

What goals might be appropriate for Case Study No. 4?
Suggested goals:
L

Development of a tolerant and fair attitud3 in interviews.

2.

Development of respect kit thd people interviewed.

3.

Development of rapport and empathy for those interviewed.

What was the solution in Case Study No. 4?
Suggested answer:

Timothy decided to learn about the local people and their culture
by reading books on the history and sociology of the region,
subscribing to local publications, attending local festivals, and
visiting people.

4

What were the consequences of the solution in Case Study No. 4?
Suggested answers.

5.

Timothy bec 4me well-liked, developed friendships with his bosses,
got a raise, and decided to stay on at the factory.

Did the solution succeed or fail?

The solution failed. Although Timothy became content with his job; none of the goals
concerning imploving his attitudes toward and rapport with he people he interviews have
been

L.
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CASE STUDY NO. 5: MIKE

Mike read an advertisement on the inside of a matchbook cover. It said a company was looking
for aggressive young men, high school graduates, who like to deal with people. The ad said that
the company was willing to pay "$185.00 per week for executive trainees."
Mike applied for the job and was accepted. Working as a wholesale magazine salesman for a
month now, he does not get a fixed salary, just a 5 percent commission. Since he has not been
selling many magazines, he is averaging about $80.00 per week. The $185.00 per week is what the
"expert" salesmen usually average.

Mike is unhappy with his job. He cannot live on what he is earning and is thinking of quitting.
Yesterday, however, Mike decided to try to solve his problem by discussing the problem with his
boss, Teresa. His boss was considerate and encouraging. She tId Mike that many salespeople have
a hard time at. the beginning, that she herself earned only $54 a week when she started with the company. She also told him that she hoped he would not quit, because she liked him and she thought
he got along well with the other employees. She even predicted that Mike's income would probably
double within six months. Mike felt encouraged by this discussion and decided to keep the job and
work harder.

List the goals that
than three goals.)

d

successful solution to this problem should achieve. (You may have less

EI,aluation of worker's ,olution. Was Mike's solution completely successful according to
(yes or no) Was it partially successful?
your goals?
(yes or no)
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS - 5

1.

4

Which WOik Entry and Job Adjustment Problem (WEJAP) categories may be involved in Case
Study No. 5?

Suggested categories: job-seeking, career planning, prior work experience, communication, educational preparation, and job placement.
2.

What goals might be appropriate for Case Study No. 5?
Suggested Goals:

3.

1.

Know exactly what salary to expect on his job.

2.

Earn enough to live on.

What was the solution suggested in Case Stu -4 No. 5?

Suggested answer. Mike discussed his problem about his salary and job expectations
with his boss. Teresa.
4.

What were the consequences of the solution in Case Study No. 5?
Suggests answer: Teresa convinced Mike to stay on the job and work harder.

5.

Did the solution succeed or fail?
The solution failed. Mike still does not know what salary he will get, and it ptobabIN
will not be sufficient for his needs.
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CASE STUDY l'10.-6: TOM

Tom likes to move fast. Ile began as a stockboy in the Discount Department Store. Although
he was not a hard worker, Tom "learned the ropes" quickly. His bosses were impressed with the way
he learned what needed to be done and vho to get to do it. Torn became friends with the store
manager, and many of the department managers were surprised by Tom's quick grasp of the work
flow and selling arrangements within the store. Tom was soon promoted to floorwalker.

Everyone thought that Tom was getting along well with his co-workers. In the beginhing, Tom
had made friends with his co-workers who considered him a nice guy. After he was promoteci,
however, he changed his attitude toward his new co=workers and began treating them as inferiors.
Although his position as floorwalker was on the same level as that of the cashiers and salespeople,
Tom acted towards them in an unfriendly manner an fr
.?ntlo gave orders to them. His co-workers
felt that his job had gone to his head. They began to ignor. tom, leaving him out of their social
activities.

Torn felt alienated ')y Lie reaction of his co-workers, bid he did not change his attitude toward
them. Ile thought they were just jealous of his success and were too lazy to try to get ahead them.
selves. Tom felt that he was a smart businessman, who was determined to be successful.
During this time, the store personnel manager discovered that Torn had misrepresented himself on his application form when he had first applied for a job with the company. Tom had stated
that he had a certificate in sales management from a local business school. Actually, Tom had
attended some courses at the school, but had not fulfilled the xequirements for the certificate. As
onsequem e of this discovery, the store manager decided to demote Tom to his job as stockboy.
The manager told 'I'm that the reason for the demotion was that the store policy was to have a
highir level of educational preparation fur their floorwalker positions than Torn had actually achieved.
In addition, the manager felt that Tom should bb penal:zed for the misrepresentation on his application form.

Tom thought that the real reason for his demotion was his co-Workers' attitude toward him.
Ile felt L. it they had probably omplained to the store manager and persuaded her to demote him.

Tom believed that he was being treated unfairly and th,,aght if he pressured the manager on the
issue, she would have to bat k off and not demote him. So Tom threatened to quit if he was demoted.
Torn figured that the manager would have to y ield if she did not want Ore, news to get out that the
store management wets harassing one of its employ ees simply because his co-workers did not like
him. Rut to Tom's surmise, the manager said that she would accept Tom's re.,ignation if he offered
t
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Goals
1.

Keeping the job as floorwalker.

2.

Staying with the company.

West ing

Coli,idering the cl bo e goats, did Tom's solution to his problem concerning his position at
(yes or no)
work succeed 9

Rec cling
It oil think Tom's solution failed, check the ,tep to which Tom should return in the problem
solving process if he still wishes to try to solve the problem:

Step 1. Diagnosing the Problem

Step II. Generating Solutions
Step II. Establishing Goals
Steps III

IV Evaluating and Choosing a Solution

Es. plain In1011% wh% %on think Tom should return to this step.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS - 6

1.

Which Work Entry and Job Adjustment Problem (WEJAP) categories may be involved in Case
Study No. 6?
Suggested categories: self-image, alienation, peer and supervisory adjustment, attitudes
andvalues, work habits, new roles, interview and test-taking, job
layoffs and rejections, educational preparation and job placement,
occupational mobility, and work rules.

2

Tie goals are already given to you in Case-Study No. 6 i.e., (1) Keeping the job as floorwalker,
2) staying wiih the company].
What was Tom's solution, and what were the consequences of his solution?

Suggested answer: Torn told the manager that he would quit the company if he was demotod. The manager said that if he offered to resign, she v, ould accept his resignation.
Testing

Did Tom's solution succeed or fail?

Ills solution failed. 'lie was not able to keep his job as floorwalker, and he may have
to leave the company.
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EVALUATION SECTION

FOR SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES

e
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CASE STUDY EVALUATION FORMS

A.

F-)m the case study you developed from the supplementary exercises beginning after Step I,
list the possible solutions for your problem.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

R.

For each
ou listed, c heck whether each is either workable or nut workable Can it
he accomplished ?) and what v ou think about its usefulness (high, merlin in, or low).

Usefulness

Workability

Solution

Yes

No

High

Medium

I.
9

3.

.

5.

C.

List the ttoals % ou developed that you would like your solution to aeh:Pve.
I

9

3

I

,
5
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Low

1

1).

Pick your best solution and state your reasons for choosing it.

4

$
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CHECKLIST

(Steps 1 through 5)

.

In solving any given problem remember the following steps:
1.

Diagnosing the Problem
This includes:

2.

a.

identifying the problem or problem area

b.

looking for causes, symptoms

c.

seeking information sources to help define the problem.

Generating Solutions

Try to think of as many solutions as possible.
3.

Evaluating Solutions

Fin() out which solutions can be carried out and how useful they may be in solving the
problem.
4.

Choosing a Solution

Select at least one solution and take action on it.
5.

Testing the Solution
Determining whether the solution has worked.
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RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVES
The following list of films, filmstrips, multimedia presentations, hooks, and reports ale suggested in order to provide supplementary resuurces for the instructor. They may be used to provide
background information for the teat her or provide additional activitie for the student. These materials are not required in order to effectively implement this unit, they are, however, good additions

to the core of this unit.
ABC's of Geiiing and Keeping a Job, The Eye Gate I louse, Inc., 146-01 Arche'r Avenue, Jamaica,
New York 11435
This program. hick contains eight filmstrips and four cassettes, presents to students in grades
seven through' fourteen inforwation needed to obtain work and to remain on the job after being
hired. Emphasis is placed on learning the world of work vocabulary. Topics include obtaining a
social security card and working papers, organizing a weekly budget, the role of labor unions, and
health and safety «msideratior on the job. The short- time span required .end the easy-to-understand
manner if presentation makes these programs useful for visually-c7ientcl students in conjunction
with classes in ocational guidance, oci upational education, basic adult education, work experience
information, and social studies.
COST- total set, $79.50; each filmstrip, $7.50; ez 11 cassette. $5.95.

Ad«.nlure Life lop!! 1 earning Simulation (Grade 10 College and Adult). Abt Pub.
This kit is a role play slinulit ion in which thirty to forty-five people can play. Fifteen different
cha.ac ters are engaged in the pursuit of higher education. These characters interact with fit teen

different institutions o higher education, ranging from Ivy University of OmniMedia Network to
Jai k of All Trades School l'ac tors determiniog enrollment are goals and interests in Role Profiles,
available funds or 'mussy! 1ederal education vouches, match between given learning type and nature
of course selected. and a sn.all element of chance.
COST $60 00: shipping and handling, $3.00.
Almanac 1 Handbook for Leaving High School, 1975. Approach 13-30 Corp., 1974. 1005
Maryville Pike S.W , Knoxville, Tennessee 37920

This magazine is published annually to aid twelfth grade students in the transition from high
school to higher education or 41 job A large portion of this publication concerns itself with attending
collyiT, Another major part of the magi,!ine discusses planning and preparing for a career. Smallei
pool, ins or the magazine cover such topic:. as the military, automobiles, job hunting,sivil semi e.
ial matters, body care, a
sound systems. The subject matter ma vary according to the issue.
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Applying lir a -h,l) Sell S:udy Glade for Slui,lenis, Patricia Minh Rath, Ralph E. Mason. and 11o d
S. Phipps, Interstate Prmteis and Publish( rs, 1968

This,1- x 6" (ad set' is ,:esigned to assist : lucky .s to learn quickly and easily some of' the skills.
knowledge~, and altitudes nu es.sary for getting a 'A. Questions. are minted on the front of
h of
the ( arils and the carrel t answers art' on the 'In'itr side. The Atedents may use the questions to.
learn erlainsfundamentals unroll' d in appb Ang 'or job, .;heck their knowledge of job apple( at ion
pro( edures before starting an oriplo. men. inter iew, review between job interviews, study before ,irt
eamination or an at teal job interview, use as a learniw.t game with other.,students. This set may be
used to supprment instructional discussions anc student projects.

Bread and Buit, llieigent.-, fur Instr.... ttobai Teim

Box A. Bloomington, Indiana 47101

This is a series of 15 areer de( elo;nnent program., ,a,hot which io 15 minute, in length which
are designed to help nine- to te.ei(e y ear-olds evilore the orrelations between their own lives -and
the world of work. Althott,h dies is (lire( ted m.ire towards younger students. number of programs
as fol;ows,
are directly applicable to oidgr
1.

2.
3.
1.

5,

Choosing Changes
SC111:01 ;Old Jobs
The Way We Live
fiuccess Si ,iry
People Need People

7.

I Agree
You're Wrong!
1),:r Own Two }lauds

S

1Vorl; Means

6.

i)epartinent

Bridwiig Me Cap

Labor;

ashington, D.C., 1968 11)4021

I 1.1

! he
onsiderv.'
dile( t the process of tfansition from ,school to work are
onsidcred iooethci with slips :hat an be taken to narrow th,t,, gap between school and work. hese

:,teps are

I,
2

redsmg udent knowledge about the emir:mu-neat, of work while in school,
!Dcruatsing otpp;;Fttir,:!,, for toitclentt: to gain aciltai work experience:
no redang purge ipation of 1i:is:ties:, and other private groups in the (Ai.. at ion world uid

ininros.ed iniowitidge and trainim: at the point of entry into the job market

Incorporated ',Vest:rig/souse Electric Corporation, 23rd Street and
47302

11.1112,1;:t

Cowan Road. Mein. ie.

Titc

.

rttr:torai :01; llaN fit .eloped a film that adequatek demonstrates the duNe and
pl
hi- 16 minute sound film shows various problems of
o; 'rating
o. tlev'einitpl,i' pronerk
onsiedsts this with appropriate information on safe operation ill I( qiittts.
tf-I piPt

- I.,

;}!

tiondboig.
1) 4 t .

Tht. it,ttkl'i

r (

(it: 1(it ti

Job 11.11t.ment, Carroll County Virginia; ligh School. 1971
t

tJ 4'011,

I 211i ,;Tatit';', as I he.s prepare. fur tI111)10`t

such t inks

t
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career planning. litho! laws and

school polic ies on students %vorkinu job hunt: tg, applying and interviewing fur a job, apprunt
ships, c6ntanumg and post-secondar, education, and working on the job.

c-

;n Experimental Evalualson of Methods of Tea( hint; Students to C'ens:de Alter:wine Probler
Solutions, Nelson, I). C., AIR., Stanford, California, 1970
A problem solvipgskill was investigated to provide direction for training strategies for a pit,posed pffisonal problem solving training program.

Eyloring (lie World 0/ !;',1 Specialif.ed Service and Supply Company, 1329 Arlington Street,
.

Cincinnati, Ohio 45225
These t areer guldant e ret .rdiags have been produced to aid students in developing a butter
underst,inding of the extent of % Ol dtioaal opportunities, the iled for planning and an approat li to
their stud` of careers. The series includes a two-part introdueI ion to work and the need for pnining,
a %pet nil feature for wonwn and tun presentations eat h tomer led with,an introduction tooccapational opportunities within a vocational interest area. The prelentations are focused on the niters:,.
areas of the Ruder Vot at tonal Preferent e Record. (Author: William I). Martinson, Ed.D. Cots.
6 cssettes. ( ;1-CT, $52.50; or 6 records, (;I-R, S.;39.00; or 12 tapes, MI', $52.50.)

Fond Report

.1(Inel mg Career ,Iuureness,Niary Arno Beatrice, Boot h haN (Maine) Region Ilign

School, 197
"Phis is a repot of an English t nurse that was taught for half of a ear to increase students
speaking ability, tkt foster their self-t onfttlent e, and to extend their awareness of the job market.
The muncographt d report Rh ludes the objet tives, the learning aids, the class activities, results of
studen es visits to plat es of employ. meth, a.ul the evaluation of the program. This report w iota anti
teachers and counselors who have, are or will be in charge ',if a course of this nature.

Von! Schoo1 to lion'
1 Pilo: S1ntI
1969 El) 039 3.19

New York State Education Department, Albany, N % York,

!'het ont ept ualizat ion of problems uhirti youth 1,11.2 in their transnion from st hoot t work
into a model wlnt I relates speo ilil problems to; dinictistorls
,d1 and nvironment in deo, elopment al
stages. The stn. ,est frati,,olunal rived, were identified in ar , of prtt,,iratori education and Liammi.!. 1)1 ( 1.11),Itilit1,11 int ono:Ilion. sclt-at tuali,,,,ition, worker role , job plat ,ment mobilitN and oft up,o-

GO a .1,,f). Hobert Carlditd I el

Human Itesource Developincnt Press. 197

This book e do segued to assist muuldttals obtain the Job in whit it the,. are interested

These

nlatc'ial, l as be 0,11 by .c nii,r high m liool and post-secondar), students who are beginning,. untj iv
mg. or altering tbt it t arcer k hole t The book is di% icier! into six chapters. (loftier one pros tdo s a
detailed Intl-who bon to the book. Chapters t %%o and three aid the individual in gathering valuable
iniormation about iumsdt herself Chapter tour desk ribesolu A to dot lop a t omplete ittb it who h
will put the pi Non in tout Ii with a mammum number of possible emplot
Chapter Inc
scuts

993

1S3

hug' to dt v clop

( omplc tt appht anon which includes a persuasive resume and a personal "( 0% er
luttur
applit at ion. Chapter six provides information on !. w to master specific skills needed to
((nitrot cat b personal jolt mien kw. Throughout this book there are exert ises whit II the inch% idual
needs (0 t oniplete to wake the uxperient e worthwhile. It will prc.bably take sec eral days fur the
student to complete the materials and master (he skills presented.

Getinn: a lob, Edin anon Design Incorporated, -17 West 13th Street, New York, New York 10011
This
III led.la appnhil h to (leading N h world of work problems t ,nsists of 12 cassettes,
21 student re, urd booklets, and an inst rut tor's guide all in a permanent storage box. Students
respond to taped lessons, prepare "fat t sheets'' and application forms and participate in group dis-

rt.sions. (('osts, as of this writing, $131.00.)
Gel li)i& a Jill) P(111C1 St rieN, Jane F. White and Glenn Peart e, J. Weston Waich, Publisher. 1969.
Portland, Maine 0,1104

cii.l.tcen I
11 1,1,a k and white posters are written to primarily help terminal students
:cc% skills and little insight into the world of work with obtaining a yob. Hint:, .11(1 guidelints about firstling sati .1v nig ork, ratitig personal skills, and evaluating companies are given. lIalf
of eat h of the post ersiontains sleet( h whit I; relates to the narrative on the the ii.tlf. The,narratRt whit .1 is w tintot he student «ners sut h topics as surve ing fhe job market, rating sell. study
lag
apanit s. sail tilt , and benet its, advancements, measuring skills and needs, writing a resume,
l,icparul:; v.ork samples. writing let ters of application, asking permission fur referent es, interviewing,
and 1:Iowing-.lip e.n
1

Get ling tl,l,luutl the Right, Schotastiv Book Services

This It
pap( r

Iurio

' I.(

1)rot r ,

cs tumor and senior high st Imol students to the common do -ttcdav
v iirld it w tirk. .1n (net-hea(I ranspareno and ditto master are supplied tor tacit
t its( , C1111)103. went, Old ( relit ( ard applications, mail order blanks. ond the ( ommon

batilsuiL tunic ria.
1111

It rim, awl

lust lit to. ..111
ullCt l' cat I tams fur :4 it t,

a to il.0

p,,perwort,

CO51

.M

the form:, iacluded. The materials arc also to atplaint the student with
tt) t'.e ,corld of work. The introduction ret ommends 14%, the
materials :n the regular ( urrit tilum.
is a relat el mu\ pensie
emplov went read;:,...ss skills and sun teal from the world -of-work's

(, 1 tin IHI),;lit, hell I )reese, :,cience lieseareh Associates. 1971
to to help individuals obtain the right job. The do( omen, takes the

This 11,101 let 1, dt

approat

the prodto I
cniplov cr.
nut

'lit

j.11) is a sales ( ampaign and «ners the following [twit s know ing
out quail! it
bet ()ming I amiliar with the nuirket poss6le emplov ers, lot at ing
tillr1( it as the apPill ant best qualified, follt4ving-up the eriplov nit. lit inter: iew

,;(.t tot\ jolt vutl appl% LI, and preparing lourself for promotions sitter obtaining
r'...:10 job

the last

I

apit r of Ill(' bool,let prespnts Ideas tot how to start a business.
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How to keep Your Job Poster &nes, Pamela Sullivan, J. Weston Watch Publisher, 1971, PortIPnd.
Maine 041(4

The eighteen 11 14" two colored posters are intended for students who
entering toe job
market for the first tie
Guidelines on how to best function on a job arc presented. Half of each
of the poster , ontains a sit u h whit h relates to the narrative portion. The narrative which is written
to the student covers stall topic, a, willingness to start at the bottom, willingness to ask questions,
being punctual, being part of a ayn gt.ud grooming od cleanliness, being polite, having a little
initiative, being in good humor. 1't. -in, ompanN ambassador, being orderly, job economics, being
self confident, absentco:.m, not being a clock-,vatcl- 3r , self improvement, having pride in self sticking
with the job and giving notice.
1/ow You Can G:t a Bette: Job, Amen( an Technical Society, 848 East 58th Street, Chicago, Minot
60637

This book ,,ffer,
deAng more effectively with human relation, in a business situation.
The reading level is sunalile fur stadent., in junto:. high school through adult edwation. The fext is
well written. etis!, to understand, and hantill in a humammic n,anner. The personal qualities that
are necessary to Indic iduals seeking athancemcnt, as well as suggestions for develuding those qualitie,".`:,
are discussed.
book deals with potential mistakes and how to atoid these paints. The book
would make good supph :Initial:, reading material for self- awareness development, prey ocational
training, i.nd work extre:lence classes.
COST .list.pricc, $1 00: school prices 20'; off list.

Industrial, tabor and Ciloniumt Rolations, :Merle E. Strong, Delmar Publishers, 1969, Albaw New
York 12205
This book is fin" the with students or trainees who will be entering the world of work or who
Vitlito the lice set lions there is a total of 30 units with each unit ha' mg
objet lives, general intro(!((( lions. suggested ti% ities. ,,nd'assignments. Most units arc frr.r,-, three
to si: pages in length. The t opt( s rut bide. Sen tion
`:ducat ion and Training, Section 11 - Organiza
inin of Sot let% Intlustri.al griwth in .\rlicrit a, effects of technological change. nature of labor force,
wage sc stems, en Set tion III Personai Security and Efficient Living health, insurance, unemployment insuram et workmen s Irm IA' I ISdi Rill, et, ....;ection IV Organized Labor how labor union:,
operate, c ollec the bargaining, the union contracts, ett .. and St, Lion V - Demo, racy. This kook could
lw of use by a Icai her ,anl or guidan« , otin;-elor ho is responsible for introducing the world of
1
industry and lalnir to high school suatent1/4 and or adults.

slay alread be working

The Job Game. Emplo% merit Training Corporation, New York. New York, 1975, $:49.00

Inn knits luur Job 1 older Workbooks, Tapes and Trainer's Guide. 'Ile Job Came was developed
to assist people %%hi, t unit Irian variety of bat kgrounds to find a job. The materials include four
fob Games t ,a,tiettt tapes. a .L al) finder Workbook and a Trainer's Manual. Additional equipment
needed is a standard cassette player and a tinier with a bell.
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Job Hunting: it

to Begin, Gut ':ince Associates

This proram, which contains two full-color filmstrips, two records, or two cassettes, and a dis
s ussion guide, t larifics students' understanding of employment sources while helping .hem build
"self unfidenc e. It explains the various ty pes of employment agencies, the role of the job counselor,
t ivi. serviLC exams, ind how to answer want ads and handle job interviews to junior and senior high
school students.
dist ussion guide provides teaching and discussion materials and filmstrip
scripts:

Jobs foi Ihgh School Studepts, Guidance Associates, -11 Washington Avenue, Pleasantville, New

York 10570
These Almst rips provide advice on !mating go, I jobs by relating specific dis to student, objectives. They help distinguish between jobs that provide special experience fur subsequent e nrdoment
:Ind those that offer pocket money or good viges only. (Cost. its of thiF *riling, 2 filmstrips, discussion guide, 2 LP's, $41.50; or with 2 cassettes, $46.50.)

Job That Goes Someplace, Guidance Asssiates, 1970, 757 Third Avenue, New ":ork, New York
10017

This kit includes two nine-minute olor filmstrips, two 12" LP records or two cassettes, and a
tea& her's guide and is designed to show junior and senior high school students how they can get
,head on she job by 1,a% mg the proper attitude and personal qualities. In an innovative use of graphIt N. the filnistrip presents without moralizing the idea that it is wrong-to end up in a deadend job.
The teat per's guide in !tides introdue tory materials, Nu gg es Ltd discussion questions and su tivities,
and filmstrip scripts.

Joh You Rant. The, Mt Grats -I fill Book Company, Delmonte Research Park, Monterey, California
93940
Suitable: Is,r senior high stliool:students through adult education, this book is designed to help
individuals prepare fur job hunting, ii.ter% iewing, and successful performance on the job. The text
develoned The reader is asked to condut t a Nelapprdisal,
is easy to read and the s (intent is
t onsiduring aptitudes. interests, and personality. Career exploration is discussed. One e alternative
areer paths have been selee led, the resider receives suggestions fos- locating, adply ing fur. asid inter
vie Wing fur those jots,. The last few chapters are devoted to achieving success on the job and t onsicler-

ingipromotional opportunities.
The photographs and the drawn illustrations demonstrate good ethnic balance. %%tads pet uliar
tt, the world or %%tad, arc defined so the bottom of the page. The job interview section is espee tally
Well done Re% ww questions given at the end of each chapter help to highlight and reinforce the

er's ain concepts.
Job Vou Kant Ibm l() Gel It. lite, Walter lilac kedge et al., Southwestern Publishing ComptinN.
1975, Cincinnati, Ohio
This w orkbook 11 aimed at helping mon [duals obtain jobs of their t holt e. The book is divided
into eight t haw& s% hit 11 t over the following torn( s. how to learn about job of port unities. t housing
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a job goal, working in the summer, selling personal
writing a lever ot application, t ulnplet
ing a job applit atim ,wing on an interview, and the first day un ca jub. Within each t hapter there
are dist ussiuns of t ht. topic, mans times in a story form, and exercises to be completed. This workbook would b. usefut lo students mterestcd in obt.tinint,
cr part-time employ ment.
Aft'

Lie Career Game, WJstern Publishing Company, Incorporated, School and Library Department,
850 Third Avetme, New, York. New York 10022
The Life Careet Game is I SinthlatiOn actiyity that attempts to imitate or simulate dn, job, eduawn. and m trriagi market as it Lurrintly exists in American society, and to demonstrate how these
markets may af let t the
planning of a person, given certain personal characteristics. Students play
the Game in teams of two ur three, and compete against other teams to play the most satisfy ing ;,le
fur he next tight t
ears fur a hypothetical student. The Ganu can be used in various settings
with vao ing numbc r; of students. It ideal to have at least a two -hour stretch at the beginning to
get students into the Game, Ihelteac.h subsequent session with the G one can be an hour lung. Be( ause of the gr( at similarities between aspects of the Game and the realita of life, students hale
become very involved in it, and have projeLtvl their own life into that of the Profile student with
whom they are working. Thu Game provides an opportunity fur teaching some important print iples
of de( ision-making and life planning that students may riot have learned through other methods.

A
Offa wi ('till( gr. Entrant i:Awninatifm Board Guide to Financial Aid lot Sindenis and Parent, The.
Eli/ abeth W Suchar and Phyllis !lar, Simon and Schuster, 1976

Tin, book prn nil', prat tit al Imola pal aid information for college -bound students. their parents,
Tilt book, whit h is divided into ten parts, ()mains information of h. imam
aid is. yon. y our :mink. your edit( at ion, financial aid from post-secondary educational institutions.
(loan(
Iron, (Ile bast( edut Atonal opportunity grant program. f ;man i.d aid I rfun the state,.
fin un sal .11(1 Ilirotigh the guaranteed student loan program, financial aid fn iii spec taI purpose programs, !Mani i.ih MI from lot al sour( f.'5, and infOrInah011 for parents. .\ supplement section is also
and then ad% is( r%

proy tiled

95

On fine

FAA( atiou

1)e,ntn, Inturpurated. 17 West 13th Street, New You

,

New York 10011

This multi meth., appruat li to on tht job problems t (insists of 2(1( issettes. 21 student 11't uid
lipltidels, and an nisi rui tur's guide in permanent ()rage IA. Students proclat L. written responses
to taped lessons anti ire
iarictis problemain situations. cost. as ill this %% iting,
4,999 00

()ppm /mut

hula,tn I Iook Ser.% it es, 1971. 901 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Chl

es

rsey

076:19

This Lit. w hit II t tint.an,
p1, eight re( cards or cassettes. thirty student logbuuks.
and a teat Inifs guide we 10ilitt.i;ll(t) wor,,a ad. page, and scripts, is designed to prov
st tidents
ninth through t eh h grades with at teal I ..a Ut e In employ ment activities and pm( enures
the
I.rsl lill,hlrip students arc asI,d questions w lut-h they might encounter on job interview. 1 la, nu .t
.a.mat nal t.m
I've Iilmstrlps provide int (mum it in on d tee.i t.rreers. Arother I ilmstrip pros i(
prul,lenl sok mg lu . it last t ihnst Ip. t he students are asked quest ions t. , determine lit w math they
have learned din mgliout the unit the ,tudent logbooks are to be used along with the filmstrips
COST ';169.50.
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Planning Yitir Career, General Electric, 1971

44,

This booklet briefly explains how high school students can be prepared for any career direction
by having a wide education base. It is explained bow knowledge in communications, mathematics,
science, social studies, and foreign languages can be helpful when preparing for a career. There is
also a brief description of some planning suggestions for major career fields.
Preparing Pupils for the World of Work, Detroit Public Schools, Detroit, Michigan, 1962 ED 001 452

_

This report of a committee assigned to evaluate the programs preparing students for employment
details the need for improvement of counseling and guidance services available to students. The
necessity to provide regular career counseling and expand World of Work Services including vocational
education and work-study plans for girls and mentally retarded students is emphasized.
-

Problems in the Transition from high School to Work as Perceived by Vocational Educators, Garbin,
A. P.; Campbell, Robert E.; Jackson, Dorothy P.; Feldman, Ronnie, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, The Center for Vocational Education, 1967

The major objective of this particular exploratory study was to collect data which would help
guide subsequent research in thi area of the worker adjustment problems of youth. Interviews with
a selected group of vocational educators sought their perceptions of the most crucial impediments
facing youth in the school-to-work transition and recommendations for teaching aids, curKiculum
materials, and other programmatic solutions that would help alleviate these impediments to worker
adjustment.
Problems in the Transition from School to Work as Perceived by Youth Opportunity Center
Counselors, Eggeman, Donald F.; Campbell, Robert E.; Garbin, Albeno P., The Ohio State

University, Columbus, The Center for Vocational'Education, 1969

This report was designed to identify the range of problems faced by youth as they make the
transition from school to work. A survey-by-questionnaire of a selected group of Youth Opportunity
('enter counselors sought their perceptions of the impediments faced by youth in the school-to-work
transition and their suggestions for alleviating these obstacles.
Roles and Goals, Argus Communications, 7440 Natchez, Niles, Illinois 60648

This kit, which includes 'a six-minute, color filmstrip, a record o a cassette; and a leader's manual,
explores the question of whi.11 comes first, the role or the goal, and h
one affects the other. The
filmstrip concentrates on presenting diverse ideas that help students in grades 7-14 formulate their
own answers and guidelines. Can be used in group counseling sessions and classes in communication
arts and psychology.
COST $20.00.
Self,

Incorporated, Agency for Instructional Television, Box A, Bloomington, Indiana 47401

This is a series of 15 programs each of which is 15 minutes long, that is designed to stimulate
discussion and private reflection by eleven-to-thirteen-year olds. It consists of a teacher's guide,
teachekrtining workshop materials, and evaluation materials.
228
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Programs deal with the following:
1.

Physical changes

2.. Peer group pressure
:1. Dating readiness
4. Everyday pressures
5.

Cliques

6. The system and self
7. Failure and disappointment
8. Privacy
9. Pressures to achieve
10. Ethnic, racial, religious differences
11. Male and female role identify
12. Ethical decision-making
13. Families

Although these programs deal more with interpersonal aspects of development, they have wide
applicability to the world of work especially in the realms of attitudes, values and family and personal
situational adjustment.

Stet Getting That Job Now A Vocational Guidance Handbook, Daisy Farrell, Memphis Schools
This booklet provides information to students in grades 7-14 concerning obtaining and maintaining a job. It is written towards the students and providesinformation on topics such as job
'fields and their future, 'preparing for an interview, interviewing, completing a job application form,
posy 'ble reasons for being turned down for a job, appearance and action on,the job, managing money,
unions.

COST$3.00.
Succeeding On the Job. Self-Study Guide for Students, Patricia Mink Rath, Ralph E. Mason, Lloyd
J. Phipps, Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1970, 19-27, North Jackson Street, Danville,
Illinois 61832
This 4" x 6" card set is designed to aid students in learning quickly and easily some of the
skills, knowledges, and attitudes necessary for working successfully. Questions aie presented on the
front of the card and the correct answers are provided on the other side. The student may use these
questions to. Learn certain fundamentals involved in succeeding on the job; check his or her knowledge of etnplo!,ers. (Ape( tat ions before starting a job; review while on the job; study before starting
a job; study before an examination; as an actual supervisory review of work, or use as a learning
game with other students. This set may be used to supplement instructional discussions and student

project
Trouble at' Work Guidance Associates, 41 Washington Avenue, Pleasantville, New York 10570
i

These filmstrips are realistic dramatizations that explore Conflict between the impatient anprentire and stern master met bailie, the family-burdened hospital worker and the superior faced with
absenteeism: the mistake- prone salesgirl and her gruff non-supportive boss, an ambitious filling-station
worker and his unmotivated pal. (Cost, as of this writing, 4 filmstrips, discussion guide, and 2 LP's,
$4 L50; with 2 cassettes, 46.50.)
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Work Entry Problems of YouthA Literature Review, Haccoun, ltobert R. and Campbell, Robert
E., The Ohio State University, Columbus, The Center for Vocational Education, 1972
'Phis paper reports the findings of a descriptive analysis of the vocational coping problems of
entrants. The analysis was conducted by two major methods; (1) an extensive search
of both pu hpd iind unpublished studies and (2) visitations with job placement agencies and consultants.
young-.

-Worker Adjustment Problems on Youth in Transition from High School to Work, Garbin, A. P.,
Salomone, Jerome J., Jackson, Dorothy P., Ballweg, John A., The Ohio State University,
Columbus, The Center for Vocitional Education, 1970

This study attempted to identify and specify the nature of the high school-to-work transitional
experience as revealedoby 642 youthful workers, representing diVerse levels of the occupational
structure. Recommendations are made which when implemented have the potential to facilitate the
'adjustment of youth to the world of work.
Woi -Per Adjust?? lent: Youth in Transition from School to WorkAn Annotated Bibliography of
Recent Literature, Garbin; A. P., Jackson, Dorothy P., Campbell, Robert.E., The Ohio State
University, Columbus, The Center for VocationaL,Education, 1967
This selected bibliography was compiled in the course of &Signing a study,on the adjustment
problems of youth to the world ofwork. In the development of this compendium of.relevant
sources, it is recommended that evekrriore comprehensive and systematic research be done on this
relatively neglected problem.
World of Work, Ilugh Shrader,

i

Weston Walch Publisher, Portland, Maine 04104

This spiral bound book describes the requirements of the.world of work. It is written towards
the student and describes such topics as (1) entering into a jobhow to apply for a job, and how to
art on a job interview; (2) iious aspects of working on the jobconduct on the job,,absenteeism,
loyalty, unions, and advancement; (3) maintaining other aspects of one's lifeinsurance, maintaining
living quarters, budgeting, and taxes. The book provides in an easy to read manner concrete sug-,,
gestions for a person starting a first job.
You and Your .1(rii interview, Guidance Associates, 757 Third Avenue, New York, New urk 10017
This program, which consists of two full-color filmstrips, each thirteen to fourteen m
length, two 12" LP records or two cassettes, and a teacher's guide, is designed to assist indivie,,,,a s
in the developmeilt of interviewing skills. Part I provides information on the interviewing
through, a series of interview situations. Part II presents four different job interview siturions. After
each situation the filmstrip can be stopped arid a discussion of questions that appear 94-,..-the hcreen
can take place. The teacher's guide provides teaching and discussion materials and fOstrip scripts.
COST-2 filmstrips, discu,s.sion guide, 2 LP's, $41.50; with 2 cassettes, $46.50.
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Your Career d' You're Not Going to college, Sarah Spafver, Julia Messner Publisher, 17'871

This is a well organized, comprehensive handbook for high scl ool students. This publication
can help students evaluate their interest and abilities or help them s lect and obtain a job. The
luindbook is dieVitied'into fifteen major occupational divisions, each ivision having a range of occupa-

dons requiring little or More years of study/training. Under epcl oc upation the following items
may be found: (1) qualifieatiors required, (2) duties, ;,3) skills, and ) future of the occupation.
In the a;0pendix the following information c ,n be found: occupation index, state apprenticeship
councils, regional offices- U.S. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Trainin and finally other important
sources.

COST-14.50.
Your First Week on the Job, Guidance Associates, 757 Third Avenue, N w York, New York 10017

`I'his program, which contains two full color filmstrips, twc 12" LP records or two cassettes,
and a discus.4on guide, presents humorous dramatizations
that help reduce the high school'ultdents'
..
40,
atixietS, towards their first job, prepares them for coping with new personalities, rules, and decision;
and stimultites relaxed, group talk about entering the world of work. The discussion guide provides
teiichinwfind discussion materials and filmstrip scripts.
COS`V$48.50.
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OTHER PUBLICATIONS AND PRODUCTS OF
THE CAREER PLANNING SUPPORT SYS,TEM PROGRAM
iSYS'I'EMATIC DELIVERY OF CAREER GUIDANCE
-

,

*A set of integrated; printed, and audiovisual materials constitutes the prOgrariffs
deliVery system. Developed by Dr. Robert E. Campbell and his-staff, these Materials
ovidé step-by-stfiii clitectiOns to plan, develop, implement, and evattiate.an--tir..graded career guiclance-prograni. The delivery system has been extensively field
,tested,m over ort schools in sikteen states.
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c,,AREER DEVELOPMENT FOR WOMEN
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*

1.

.

Sugar and Spice is Mt the Answer: A Parent Handbook on the Career JmpikatiOns
of Sex Stereotyping, by Louise Vetter, Cheryl Meredith Lowry, and Carolyn,
M. Burkhardt.
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Careei'Pcitterns of a National Sample of Women; by, Louise
Vetter an
d .bDavi
avid .d W.
.
,
Stockburger.
..

,

/

,,

Career Materials:, Implications for Women's Career Development, by Louise Vetter,
.
David W. Stockburger,and Christine Brose.
''.....,'-'1`..
.

ot'

'CAREER DEVELOPMENT, R MlNORITY.YOUTH
;

ix.

-

o-

Involving Significant

eiviCCaree =Planning: A Counselor's Handbook, by

CarolynM.,thrkhii

SandraIIV rletsky, Cheryl Meredith Lowry; H.
'Lawrence Hotchki , and Robert t. Campbell.

Significant Other Influghce, Career Choice and Achievement: Selective Theoretical

and,Concptual,Approaches, by J. Steven'tic6u, Evans W. Curry, and H.
Lawrencelidtchkiss.
S

$

SignificantDther Influence and Career Dect3ions: Volume I, Blaa k and White Male
Urban Youth, by Evans W. Curry, J. Steven Picou, H. Lawrence Hotchkiss,
Shirley Scritchfield, an John Stahura.

Significant Other Influence and Career Decisions: Volume II, Black and White
Female Urban Youth, by Evans W. Curry, H. Lawrence Hotchkiss, A., Steven
Picou, John M. 'Stahura, Shirley Scritchfield, and Jerorhe,Salomone.
7.1

For,additional information or ordering instructions (prices and availability), contact:
The Center for Vox:ational Education
CVE Publicatthns
1960 Kenny Rbad

olumbus, Ohio. 43210
Tel: (614) 486=3655
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